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Introduction
In the early 1970s, Niklaus Wirth designed a new programming language called
Pascal. Mr. Wirth’s original intention for the Pascal programming language was
to use it as an aide to teach computer programming. Consequently, it is an
excellent programming language for the beginning programmer to start with.
Even though Pascal is such a good language for beginners, it provides more
than enough capabilities for even the most advanced programmers.

Today, there are two basic types of Pascal: ANSI Pascal and Turbo Pascal.
Although ANSI Pascal is supposed to be a standard for all Pascal compilers,
Turbo Pascal is by far the most dominant Pascal compiler in use. Therefore, the
form of the Pascal programming language that Turbo Pascal adheres to is more
of a standard than the ANSI standard. Accordingly, this book is written to teach
the reader how to program in the Turbo Pascal dialect of Pascal.

What This Book Will Teach You
This book is intended to teach even a beginning programmer how to
program in the Pascal programming language. It covers all of the basic
features of Pascal:
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e the structure of a Pascal program,
e procedures and functions,
e program flow, data types,
e arrays,
e records, and
® pointers.

It also instructs the reader how to use many of Pascal's advanced features:

e dynamic memory management,
® units,
® strings,
e console input/output, and
e file input/output.

Finally, this book shows how Turbo Pascal can be used to perform object-
oriented programming.

What This Book Won't Teach You
This book is not intended to teach you every little detail about Turbo Pascal.
That is the job ofthe reference manuals that come with your compiler. It would
be beyond the scope of this book to even try to provide all of the details about
Turbo Pascal.

Additionally, this book is not intended to teach you a lot of fancy
algorithms (methods for problem solving). That type of instruction is better
suited for a more general book on advanced programming. Therefore, it would
be inappropriate to bog down the beginning programmer with such things as
linked list, B-trees, and sorting methods.
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What You Need to Use This Book
To use this book, you need an IBM-PC or compatible computer and Turbo
Pascal. You also need a lot of patience and perseverance to become an
accomplished Pascal programmer. No matter how well-written this book is, the
only way to become a good computer programmer is to write programs, more
programs, and even more programs. You'll learn more about programming by
successfully tracking down your first bug than I or anyone else could teach you
in hours of instruction. Think of this book as a guide or a map. It gets you
going in the right direction, but it is totally up to you to arrive at the proper
destination. So if things seem a little hazy at first, stick with it. With a little
patience, you'll quickly get the hang of Pascal programming.
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Chapter

A Simple First Program
The first step in understanding the Pascal programming language is to become
familiar with the components that make up a Pascal program. Accordingly, this
chapter's first lesson acquaints the beginning programmer with all of the Pascal
programming language’s basic components. After these essential components
have been presented, this chapter concludes with a simple first program.
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Lesson 1: The Basic Components of the Pascal
Programming Language

Keywords
All programming languages use a special set of words to perform certain func-
tions. These special words are called keywords.

Some programmers like to refer to keywords as reserved words. The use
of keywords and reserved words are interchangeable and either term is

considered acceptable.
NOTE

Table 1.1 presents a complete list of the Turbo Pascal keywords. Because a pro-
gramming language's keywords all serve a special purpose, they can never be
used in a program for anything other than their intended purpose.

Table 1.1 The Turbo Pascal keywords

absolute else nm obec
.

or
and ‘ed CT Ed one
aray export inherited oF ihe
assembler exports. inline packed: .to i
asm external iterlace = private wpe
begin far interrupt procedure unit
case file label program until

const for library public uses
constructor forward

~~

mod . record war
destructor function ~~ name repeat virtual

div goto near resident while
do it om set with

downto implementation not shi xor
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Identifiers
As their name implies, identifiers are names that are used in a Pascal program to
“identify” something in the program. For example, program variables, named
constants, procedures, and functions all require a name. Consequently, they are
all assigned a unique identifier. When constructing an identifier, the Pascal pro-
grammer must keep the following three rules in mind:

1. An identifier’s first character must either be a letter or an underscore char-
acter ().

2. Digits (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9) can be used in an identifier.
3. An identifier can be of any length, but only the first 63 characters of the

identifier name are significant.

Using the above rules, the following are some examples of valid identifiers:

First_Reading
_last_page
count
b32_45a
32845

Table 1.2 lists some examples of invalid identifiers and the reasons why they
violate the Pdscal identifier rules:

Table 1.2 Identifiers and their violations
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Constants
As with all other programming languages, any data found in a Pascal program
that never changes its value is called a constant. Table 1.3 lists some examples
of constants:

Table 1.3 Examples of constants

The Pascal programming language also permits the programmer to name a con-
stant. Once it has been assigned, the constant’s name can be freely substituted
for the constant’s value. The following are some examples of named constants:

table_length 1000;
Authors_Name ‘Mark Goodwin’;

Variables

Although constants are certainly a useful tool for the Pascal programmer to use,
variables are an even more useful type of data. As its name implies, a variable is

a type of data whose value can be changed throughout the life of a Pascal pro-
gram. Unlike constants that can be referred to by their literal values, a variable
must always have an identifier name.
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Operator
The Pascal operators are a collection of symbols and keywords that are used to
build expressions. Table 1.4 presents a list of the Pascal operators. As this table
illustrates, the Pascal operators can be used to perform a wide variety of functions.

Table 1.4 The Pascal operators

.ha

.Ri oo
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The following are some examples of expressions built from the Pascal operators:

37% 75 72
3 <> 4

3 = 3

32.15 /.3.035

Statements
Simply put, a Pascal program statement is a collection of identifiers, keywords,
operators, and constants that perform a specific action. The following are some
examples of Pascal program statements:

name := ‘John Doe’;
count : integer;
count TT 32th

Note in the above examples how a Pascal statement ends with a semicolon (5).
Multiple programstatements can be defined as a begin..end statement block

to express a single idea. The following is an example of a block statement:

begin
count := count HI;
Writeln (count);

end

The main body of a Pascal program is nothing more than a begin..end state-
ment block.
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Comments
A Pascal program comment is exactly what its name implies. A comment is sim-
ply a comment for the programmer's benefit and serves no function as far as the
program’s execution is concerned. Although they don’t affect the program's exe-
cution, program comments are a valuable tool for documenting the program.
Strategically placed comments can greatly assist in illustrating a program's inner
workings. Indeed, many times a program will require modification at some
future date. While a program’s implementation (a fancy word for how it is writ-
ten) can seem quite clear when it was originally created, it won't be anywhere
near as clear even a week or two down the road. Consequently, comments are
one of the Pascal programmer’s most valuable tools.

A Pascal comment is created by either enclosing whatever the programmer
wants to say in braces or by enclosing the comment in a (* *) pair. The follow-
ing are some examples of Pascal comments:

{ open the file and read in the data }

(* close the file if an error has occurred *)

Procedures and Functions .

One of the most valuable features provided by the Pascal programming lan-
guage is its support for procedures and functions. A procedure is a collection of
program statements that have been given a name. Furthermore, a procedure or a
function can have it's own constants and variables. Essentially, a procedure is

nothing more than a mini program. Whenever an executing program encounters
a procedure’s name, it branches away from the part of the program it is cur-
rently executing and execute the procedure’s associated statements. A Pascal
function is similar to a procedure except that a function returns a value after its
associated statements have been executed.

Lesson 2: A First Program
With the basic Pascal components covered in Lesson 1, it is now possible to write
our first Pascal program. This first program is presented below in Listing 1.1.
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Listing 1.1

{ first.pas - A first Pascal program }

program First;

const
number = 3;

var
count, result : integer;

function multiply (nl, n2 : integer) : integer;
begin

multiplyi= h1v* Hd
end;

begin
cpu, $50:2 3

result := count * number;
Writeln(result);
result := multiply (count, number);
Writeln(result);

end.

Although Listing 1.1 is fairly short and really doesn’t do much, it serves a very
important purpose by illustrating how the Pascal programming language's basic
components are brought together in a complete program. To better understand
the basic structure of a Pascal program, let's go down through the program a
line at a time.
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{ first.pas - A first Pascal program }

is a comment. It simply states the program’s file name and provides a brief
description.

program First;
uses the Pascal keyword program to assign the identifier First as the program's
name. Although assigning a program name isn’t absolutely necessary, it is gener-
ally considered good programming practice to do so.

const

is the Pascal keyword for defining constants.

number = 3

assigns the constant value of 3 to identifier number.

var

is the Pascal keyword for defining variable identifiers.

count, result : integer;

defines two variables, count and result, with type integer.

function multiply(nl, n2 : integer) : integer;
defines a function called multiply. Furthermore, the function expects two inte-
ger arguments, nl and n2, and returns a value of type integer.

begin

defines the starting point for the multiply function’s body.
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multiply := nl * m2;

multiplies the function’s arguments and assigns the result as the return value.

end;

defines the end of the multiply function’s body.

begin

defines the starting point for the program’s main body. This is where the pro-
gram starts executing.

count =. 2:

assigns an initial value, 2, to the variable count.

*pesult += count number ;

multiplies the variable count by the constant number and assigns the result to
the variable result.

Writeln(result) ;

displays results value.

result := multiply(count, number);

calls the function multiply, which simply multiplies count by number. The
result of the function call is assigned to the variable result.

Writeln(result);

displays results value.
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end.

defines the end of the program’s main body. Note that a period follows the end
keyword and not a semicolon. As Lesson 1 stated, a semicolon is used to signify
the end of a statement. However,it is always necessary to use a period to signify
the end of the program.

Besides showing how the various components of Pascal are used in an
actual program, Listing 1.1 also illustrates how the use of white space (spaces,
tabs, and double spaced lines) can make a program more readable. You should
note that the use of white space is strictly optional. Nevertheless, a program will
be almost illegible without at least a minimal amount of white space. For exam-
ple, Listing 1.2 presents the program first.pas stripped of all of its unnecessary
white space.

Listing 1.2

{ first.pas - A first Pascal program }program
Firstiyeonst fumber = 3;

var count, result : integer;function multiply (nl, n2
integer) : integer;
begin multiply := nl * n2; end;begin count := 2;result
:= count * number;

Writeln(result);result := multiply (count,
number) ;Writeln(result) ;end. ’

It almost goes without saying that Listing 1.2 is a mess and the version presented
in Listing 1.1 is clearly superior. Consequently, it is traditional to write Pascal
programs with a fair degree of white space.
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Predefined Data Types
In Chapter 1, you learned that the Pascal programming language supports two
very distinct forms of data: constants and variables. Because the types of data a
Pascal programis called upon to handle can vary a great deal, the Pascal program-
ming language comes equipped with a very rich set of predefined data types. To
show how Pascal can meet the needs for almost any data handling requirements,
this chapter takes a detailed look at all of Pascal's predefined data types.

13
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Lesson 3: Integers
The most basic of the Pascal data types are called integers. Simply put, an inte-
ger data type can represent whole numbers. The following are some examples
of integer constants:

32457

-43
0

167

2335678
SFF

You may be wondering what the constant $FF is in the above example. The
integer $FF is the way the number 255 is represented using the hexadecimal
number system. The hexadecimal number system is base 16 and is represented
by the digits 0..9 andthe letters A..F or a..f. Table 2.1 clearly displays how num-
bers are represented by the hexadecimal number system.
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Table 2.1 The hexadecimal number system (base 16)

Because the hexadecimal number system is base 16, it's easy to determine that
the constant $FF is 255 by performing the following calculation:

E-roale rel = 255 or 15.2% 165 4-15 =.255

Because a small whole number, such as the number 2, doesn’t require as much
memory to store as a larger whole number, such as the number 356678, Pascal
offers five very distinct integer data types: ShortInt, Byte, Integer, Word, and
LongInt. Table 2.2 shows the range of numbers these five integer data types
can represent.
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Table 2.2 The Pascal integer types

As Table 2.2 illustrates, a LongInt takes two times the amount of memory as an
Integer and four times the amount of memory as a ShortInt. Therefore, the effi-
cient Pascal programmer always strives to use the smallest possible data type. For
example, an integer variable that never holds a value less than 0 or greater than
255 should be defined as a Byte variable instead of as an Integer, Word, or
Longlnt variable. Not only do the smaller data types require a great deal less
memory than their larger counterparts, the computer can perform operations, such
as addition and subtraction, on the smaller data types at much greater speeds.

Table 2.3 illustrates the format for defining integer variables. As this table
shows, you can define more than one variable per statement by separating the
variable identifiers with commas. The following are some examples of integer
variable definitions:

number : Integer;
small number : Byte;
offset : Word;

AccountNumber, AccountBalance : LongInt;
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Table 2.3 Defining an integer variable

In Chapter 1, you saw how constants can be named. The Pascal programming
language also supports typed constants. Although the value of a Pascal named
constant never changes, a typed constant’s value can be changed. Basically, a
typed constant acts like a variable with an initial value. Table 2.4 illustrates how
typed integer constants are defined. Unlike variable definitions, you can only
define one constant per definition statement. The following are some examples
of typed integer constant definitions:

top_row : Integer = 0;
bottom_row : Integer = 24;
left_column : Byte = 0;
right_column : Byte = 79;
CashAccount : LongInt = 100000;

Table 2.4 Defining a typed integer constant
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To illustrate the use of Pascal's integer data types, Listing 2.1 presents a short
program, which defines a number of integer variables, constants, and displays
their assigned values. ;

Listing 2.1

{ list2-1.pas - Define and display a variety of integers }

program integers;

const
short const i ghergint = -1j
byte_const : byte = $3E;

integer const : integer = 3245;
word_const : word = 45667;
longint_const : longint = 1000000;

var
short:var: s.shortint;
byte_var : byte;
integer_var : integer;
word_var : word;
longint_var : longint;

begin
shortvar = 22;
byte_var := 254;

integervar = =5563"
word. var = $2204;

lengintvar 75-32;
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Listing 2.1—Continued

writeln(‘short_const =, shoftt const);
writeln(‘byte_const =u, ‘byte. eonst) ;

writeln(‘integer_const = ‘, integer_const);
writeln(‘word_const ==, word ‘canet
writeln(‘longint const = %, longintconst) ;

writeln(‘short_var = 4 ghobbvar le

writeln(‘byte_var =‘, byte_var);
writeln(‘integer_var = °, dinteger_var);
writeln (‘word var = ‘, word var);
writeln(‘longint_var = *, lofiginfs var):

end.

Lesson 4: Real Numbers

Although Pascal’s integer types are quite useful and can meet the needs for a wide
variety of numeric data, many types of numeric data require a fractional part to
maintain a high degree of accuracy. Following are some examples of real numbers:

-32.36789
1.5E+2
.000000056789

53,67
-25.3999999
«333333333

To be able to represent real numbers efficiently, Pascal offers five different real
number types: Single, Real, Double, Extended, and Comp.

Real number types can also be called floating-point types. Additionally,
the Comp data type is a little unique. It is used to store extremely large
integers and doesn’t save a number’s fractional part.
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Table 2.5 illustrates the range of numbers the five real number data types can
represent.

Table 2.5 The Pascal real number types

As with the integer types, Pascal's real number types take a varying amount of
memory to store. Consequently, you should always try to use the smallest real
number type possible for a given task. Also like the integer types, calculations
are performed a lot faster on the smaller real number types than on the larger
real number types.

Table 2.6 shows the format for defining real number variables. As it illus-
trates, you can define more than one variable per statement by separating the
variable identifiers with commas. The following are some examples of real num-
ber variable definitions:

AccountBalance : Double;
degrees : Single;
Population : Comp;

CityBudget : Extended;
Credit, Debit : Real;
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Table 2.6 Defining a real number variable

As with their integer counterparts, Pascal supports real number typed constants.
Table 2.7 shows how real number typed constants are defined. Like the integer
typed constants, you can only define one constant per definition statement. The
following are some examples of typed real number constant definitions:

CashAccount : Double = -456.37;
WallHeight : Single = 32.33678;
degrees : Extended = .000000678;

Table 2.7 Defining a typed real number constant

To illustrate the use of Pascal's real number data types, Listing 2.2 presents a
brief program, which defines a number of real number variables and constants
and displays their assigned values.
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Listing 2.2

{ 1list2-2.pas - Define and display a variety of real
numbers }

program real numbers;

{$E+} { Turbo Pascal 8087 Emulation Directive - Omit
For QuickPascal: }

{SN+} { Turbo Pascal 8087 Directive - Omit For
QuickPascal }

:

const
singlecongt.q. single. = 32.3;
real const : real = -0.0000032;
double_const : double = 666.788888;
extended_const : extended = 999.999;
comp_const : comp = 32456789;

var
single_var : single;
realvar ¢ teal;
double_var : double;
extended_var : extended;
comp_var : comp;

begin
single_var := -45.667;
real.var = 32.4568;
double_var := 10000.34;
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Listing 2.2

extended _var := 55000.0003;
comp_var := -4567;
writeln(‘single_const = gingle const);
writeln(‘real const Sit Jopeal const) ;

writeln(‘double_const =<. doubleconst) ;

writeln( ‘extended _const = *‘, extended_const);
writeln(‘comp_cont = Loi comp.const);
writeln(‘single_var =, singlevar);
writeln(‘real_var = *‘, real_var);
writeln(‘double_var = ‘, double_var);
writeln(‘extended_var = *‘, extended_var) ;

writeln(‘comp_var = ‘, comp_var) ;

end.

Lesson 5: Boolean Data Types

Many expressions in a computer program return either a true or false result.
Unlike most other programming languages, Pascal provides a data type just for
handling true/false values. This predefined data type is known as the Boolean
data type. Because it represents only two logical values, true or false, the
Boolean data type always holds either a True value or a False value.

Table 2.8 illustrates the format for defining Boolean variables. As this table
illustrates, you can define more than one variable per statement by separating
the variable identifiers with commas. The following are some examples of
Boolean variable definitions:

Flag : Boolean;
IOResult : Boolean;
answerl, answer? : Boolean;
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On_Off_ Flag : Boolean;
Error_Flag : Boolean

Table 2.8 Defining a Boolean variable

As with integers and real numbers, typed Boolean constants can be defined with
Pascal. Table 2.9 illustrates how typed Boolean constants are defined. Like other
typed constants, you can only define one typed Boolean constant per definition
statement. The following are some examples of typed Boolean constant definitions:

Flag : Boolean = False;
True_Result : Boolean = True;
Not_On : Boolean = False;

Table 2.9 Defining a typed Boolean constant

To illustrate the use of Pascal’s Boolean data type, Listing 2.3 presents a brief
program, which defines a number of Boolean variables, constants and, displays
their assigned values.
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Listing 2.3

{ 1ist2-3.pas - Define and display a variety of
booleans |}

program booleans;

const
false flag boolean = false;
not_on_flag boolean = false;

var
flag boolean;
ioresult boolean;

begin
flag = False;
iopesult := true;
writeln (‘falseflag = false flag);
writéeln( net oniflag = notoon. flag);
writeln(‘flag = flag);
writeln(‘ioresult = ioresult):

end.

Lesson 6: Characters
Quite often the result of an action is a character of data. Some examples of
actions resulting in characters are keyboard input, display output, printer output,
and some forms of disk input/output. To properly deal with character data,
Pascal offers the Char data type. Table 2.10 illustrates the three forms of valid
Pascal character data. The following are some examples of character data:
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Table 2.10 Pascal character data representations

aCo.oo

Table 2.11 shows the format for defining character variables. As this table illus-

trates, you can define more than one variable per statement by separating the
variable identifiers with commas. The following are some examples of character
variable definitions:
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Key : Char;
ReturnCode : Char;
First_Initial, Middle_Initial : Char;
DiskIO : Char;
PrinterCode : Char;

Table 2.11 Defining a character variable

As with Pascal's other data types, Pascal supports typed character constants.
Table 2.12 illustrates how typed character constants are defined. Like other
typed constants, you can only define one constant per definition statement. The
following are some examples of typed character constant definitions:

CR : Char = "M;

PrinterCode : Char = ‘B’

LF : Char = #10;
ErrorCode : Char = ‘E’

Table 2.12 Defining a type character constant
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To illustrate the use of Pascal's character data type, Listing 2.4 presents a brief
program, which defines a number of character variables and constants and dis-
plays their assigned values.

Listing 2.4

{ 1ist2-4.pas - Define and display a variety of char-
acters |}

program characters;

const
CR : char = M3

#10;IlLF : chg¥

var
a.character | char;
another_character : char;

begin
a_character i= ‘a’;
another_character := ‘Db’;

writeln (‘CR ects OR)
writeln (‘LF = TA
writeln(‘a_character = «acharacter);

‘writeln(‘another_character = ‘, another_ character);
end.
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Lesson 7: Strings

Although all of the previously described Pascal data types are important, per-
haps the most important data a Pascal program is called upon to handle is string
data. Whether it's a word processing program or just a simple utility program,
strings are by far the most prevalent type of computer data. To meet the needs
that string handling imposes upon a computer language, Pascal offers the String
data type. The following are some examples of string data:

‘This is a sample string’
‘This is another sample string’
‘This a more complex’#13#10’string."’
‘I''m a‘string, teol”

Note the use of the double apostrophe (7) in the last example. Because Pascal
strings are delimited (fancy word for surrounded) by apostrophes, you must use
a double apostrophe to signify an apostrophe inside of a string. Failure to use a
double apostrophe confuses the compiler into thinking the string is much
shorter than it really should be.

Table 2.13 illustrates the format for defining string variables. As this table
illustrates, you can define more than one variable per statement by separating
the variable identifiers with commas. Additionally, Table 2.13 shows that an
optional length can be specified for a string. If a length isn’t specified, the
defined string can be up to 255 characters in length. The following are some
examples of string variable definitions:

Name : String[30];
City, State, Zips: String:
DisplayLine : String[80];
Address : String[30];
Response : String;
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Table 2.13 Defining a string variable

Like all of the previously mentioned data types, Pascal supports typed string
constants. Table 2.14 illustrates how typed string constants are defined. As with
other typed constants, you can only define one typed constant per definition
statement. The following are some examples of typed string constant definitions:

name : String = ‘Jane Smith’;
city : String[30] ‘Los Angeles’;

‘NV’;State : Stringl[2]
zipcode : String = 05501";

Table 2.14 Defining a typed string constant
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To illustrate the use of Pascal's string data type, Listing 2.5 presents a brief pro-
gram that defines a number of character variables and constants and displays
their assigned values.

Listing 2.5

{ 1ist2-5.pas - Define and display a variety of strings }

program strings;

const
name : string[20] = ‘John Doe’;

city : string = ‘Boston’;

var
state 4: string;
ZipCode : string([5];

begin
state := ‘MA’;

ZipCode := ‘00001’;
writeln (‘name = ‘, name); ,

writeln( ‘city =‘, city);
writeln(‘state = ‘, state);
writeln(‘ZipCode = *, ZipCode);

end.
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The Pascal Operators
In Chapter 2, you learned how data can be represented in a program by using
the Pascal programming language’s wide variety of predefined data types.
Unfortunately, just knowing how data is stored really isn’t all that useful. The
Pascal programmer must also know how to manipulate data. Consequently, this
chapter shows how data can be manipulated by using the Pascal operators.

.
When combined with other variables and constants, the Pascal operators can be
used to build extremely powerful and useful expressions.

0) Ww
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Lesson 8: The Assignment Operator
As its name implies, the Pascal assignment operator (z=) assigns the result of an
expression to a variable or typed constant. Because of its extensive use in
Chapter Two's programs, you should already be somewhat familiar with its
usage. Table 3.1 illustrates the use of the assignment operator. The following are
some examples of how the assignment operator is used:

flag := False;
count :Fepunti® 1;

key := ReadKey;
Name := FirstName + * * + MiddleInitial + ¢ *¢ +
LastName;

pi w= 22 | 7s

Table 3.1 The Pascal assignment operator

To illustrate the use of the Pascal assignment operator, Listing 3.1 displays a
brief program, which assigns values to a wide variety of variables.
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Listing 3.1

{ 1ist3-1.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
assignment operator |}

program assignment_operator;

var
count, number : integer;
flag : boolean;
Name : string;

begin
cofnttEy= 71;

counts eount + 17

flag := False;
Name s4= “Jolin® 3° “=k “QL 5. Publics ;

writeln (‘count = ‘, count);
writeln (‘flag = ‘,; flag);
writeln(‘Name = ‘, Name);

end.

Lesson 9: The Unary Plus Operator
The Pascal unary plus operator (+) simply maintains the sign of an expression.
In other words, it doesn’t do a thing. This may seem to be a ludicrous statement,
but it’s quite true. The unary plus operator is simply ignored by Pascal and is

only included in the language definition to prevent the compiler from generating
unnecessary syntax errors. Table 3.2 illustrates the use of the unary plus opera-
tor. The following are some examples of the unary plus operator’s proper use:
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+count
Tl: 234

+recordnumber

Table 3.2 The Pascal unary plus operator

Listing 3.2 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal unary plus
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.2

{ 1ist3-2.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
unary plus operator |

program unary_plus_operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
rl : real;

begin
rl := +32.333;
nl = =23;
n2 += .+nl;
writeln(*al = *, Al)
writeln(‘n2 = “, n2);
writeln(‘rl = “, rl);

end.
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Lesson 10: The Unary Minus Operator
The Pascal unary minus operator (-) negates the value of an expression. If the
expression is negative, the unary minus operator makesit positive. If the expres-
sion is positive, the unary minus operator makesit negative. Table 3.3 illustrates
the use of the unary minus operator. The following are some examples of the
unary minus operator’s proper use:

-nl
-2.345678
-count

Table 3.3 The Pascal unary minus operator

Listing 3.3 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal unary
minus operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.3

{ 1ist3-3.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
unary minus operator }

program unary_minus_operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
rl : nBéaly

begin
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Listing 3.3—Continued

rl y= E38 8835

nl “$="=23%

n2 oss] s

writeln(‘nl = nl);
writeln('nZ = *, n2);
writeln(#l = ‘, rl);

end.

Lesson 11: The Addition Operator
The Pascal addition operator (+) adds two expressions together. Table 3.4 illus-
trates the use of the addition operator. The following are some examples of the
addition operator’s proper use:

1 +1
nl + 3

33.333 + 500

22 + n2

i+]
Table 3.4 The Pascal addition operator

Listing 3.4 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal addition
operator is used in an actual program.
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Listing 3.4

{ 1ist3-4.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
addition operator }

program addition_operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
el «7 realy

begin
ETERS 80 ABeN+ 3374 076TH

al oom li deen 5
Tv pee Al Re
weigelmtinl = * inl);
writen tena = = ni);
weiteln( rl =‘, v1);

end.

Lesson 12: The Subtraction Operator
The Pascal subtraction operator (-) subtracts the result of one expression from the
result of another expression. Table 3.5 illustrates the use of the subtraction opera-
tor. The following are some examples of the subtraction operator’s proper use:

20. 8B

33.456 1.325
nl Fogel
55 = atl-= 3

6mm)
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Table 3.5 The Pascal subtraction operator

Listing 3.5 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal subtraction
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.5

{ 1ist3-5.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal sub-
traction operator |}

program subtraction operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
rl : real;

begin
rl := 32.4567 - 33 - 0.67;
nl := 1 - 45;
nZ = ml = 1;

widtelnl nln= nl)
weitelfntimauer ty na);
writelal rl = “rl):

end.
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Lesson 13: The Multiplication Operator
The Pascal multiplication operator (*) multiplies the result of one expression by
the result of another expression. Table 3.6 illustrates the use of the multiplication
operator. The following are some examples of the multiplication operator's
proper use:

tt ipd

3.43 * 0.5
99 * 6

Table 3.6 The Pascal multiplication operator

Listing 3.6 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal multiplication
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.6

{ 1ist3-6.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal mul-
tiplication operator }

program multiplication_operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
rl: real;
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Listing 3.6—Continued

begin
til sis YRLAR6 TE ERS
nl i= alate Asy

nZ sep lertiimd
writeln(‘nl = ‘, nl);
writedln(‘n2 = “,.n2);
writeln(‘rl = ¢, rl);

end.

Lesson 14: The Real Number Division Operator
The Pascal real number division operator (/) divides the result of one expression
by the result of another expression. As you will soon see, the Pascal division
operators are a little unique. All of the previously covered arithmetic operators
(+, -, and *) all return the same data type as the expressions they are applied to.
For example, the addition of two integer expressions returns an integer result.
The real number division operator differs from the other arithmetic operators by
always returning a real number result. It doesn’t matter whether the expressions
being divided are integers or real numbers. The calculated result is always
returned as a real number. Table 3.7 illustrates the use of the real number divi-
sion operator. The following are some examples of the real number division
operator's proper use

22 f 7

15 / nl
x/ z/y
count / 2

15.333 / 2.1023
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Table 3.7 The Pascal real number division operator

Listing 3.7 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal real num-
ber division operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.7

{ 1ist3-7.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal real
number division operator }

‘program division_operator;

var
gl ipagls;

begin
rl := 32.4567 / 27 / 0.5;
wiiteln(*Fl =i, rl);

end.

Lesson 15: The Integer Division Operator
The Pascal integer division operator (div) divides the result of one integer
expression by the result of another integer expression. The integer division
operator always returns an integer result. Table 3.8 illustrates the use ofthe inte-
ger division operator. The following are some examples of the integer division
operator's proper use:
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22 div 7

n div 3

x div y div 2

16 div 8

5555 divenl

Table 3.8 The Pascal integer division operator

n
div integer expression

ogerexpressionis avalid Pascal integer expression.

Listing 3.8 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal integer
division operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.8

{ 1ist3-8.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
integer division operator |}

program integer division operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;

‘begin
nl 3400 div 16;
n2 := nl div 3;
writela (‘nl =. *, nl):
writeln(‘n2 = *, n2);

end.
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Lesson 16: The Remainder Operator
The Pascal remainder operator (mod) figures a remainder by dividing the result
of one integer expression by the result of another integer expression. The
remainder operator always returns an integer result. Table 3.9 illustrates the use
of the remainder operator. The following are some examples of the remainder
operator’s proper use:

count mod 5

33 mod 2

45 mod n

x mod y mod z

nl mod n2

Table 3.9 The Pascal remainder operator

Listing 3.9 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal remainder
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.9

{ 1ist3-9.pas - Demonstrate the use of the Pascal
remainder operator }

program remainder operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;
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Listing 3.9—Continued

Hi SM 2 integer;

begin
nl := 3400 mod 16;
n2 := nl mod 3;
wrtiteln (‘nl = *; nl);
writeln(‘n2 = ‘, n2);

end.

Lesson 17: The Logical Negation Operator
The Pascal logical negation operator (not) negates the result of a Boolean
expression. If the Boolean expression is equal to True, the logical negation
operator makesit False. Otherwise, the logical negation operator returns a True
result for False Boolean expressions. Table 3.10 presents a truth table for the
logical negation operator. This table illustrates how the logical negation operator
performs its function.

Table 3.10 Logical negation truth table

Table 3.11 illustrates the use of the logical negation operator. The following are
some examples of the logical negation operator’s proper use:
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not flag
not False
not error_flag

Table 3.11 The Pascal logical negation operator

Listing 3.10 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal logical nega-
tion operator is used by displaying a logical negation truth table.

Listing 3.10

{ 1ist3-10.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal logical nega-
tion operator }

program logical _negation_operator;

begin
writeln(‘Logical Negation Truth Table’);
writeln(* > 1%

writeln (‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(*‘X Not X');
writeln(‘————*);
writeln (‘True fenot True);
writeln( ‘False ‘, not False);
writeln(* : Ls

end.
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Lesson 18: The Logical And Operator
The Pascal logical and operator (and) compares two Boolean expressions and
returns a True result only if both of the Boolean expressions are equal to True.
Otherwise, the logical and operator returns a False result. Table 3.12 presents a
truth table for the logical and operator. This table illustrates how the logical and
operator performs its function.

Table 3.12 Logical and truth table

Table 3.13 illustrates the use of the logical and operator. The following are some
examples of the logical and operator’s proper use:

flag and True

error and EndOfFile
keypressed and flag

Table 3.13 The Pascal logical and operator
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Listing 3.11 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal logical
and operator is used by displaying a logical and truth table.

Listing 3.11

{ 1ist3-11.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal logical and
operator |}

program logical _and_operator;

begin
writeln( ‘Logical And Truth Table’);
writeln(* 23
writeln (‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X Y X AND Y’);
weiteln('————*) ;

writeln( ‘True True ‘, True and True):
writeln (‘True False ‘, True and False);
writeln (‘False True ‘, False and True);
writeln( ‘False False ‘, False and False);
writeln(* BE

end.

Lesson 19: The Logical Or Operator
The Pascal logical or operator (or) compares two Boolean expressions and
returns a True result if either of the Boolean expressions is equal to True.
Otherwise, the logical or operator returns a False result. Table 3.14 presents a
truth table for the logical or operator. This table illustrates how the logical or
operator performs its function.
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Table 3.14 Logical or truth table

Table 3.15 illustrates the use of the logical or operator. The following are some
examples of the logical or operator’s proper use:

flag or True

error or EndOfFile
keypressed or mouseclicked

Table 3.15 The Pascal logical or operator

Listing 3.12 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal logical or
operator is used by displaying a logical or truth table.

Listing 3.12

{ 1ist3-12.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal logical or
operator }

program logical or_operator;
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Listing 3.12—Continued

begin
writeln(‘Logical Or Truth Table’);
writeln(* "ss
writeln( ‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X ¥ KRYwriteln(*—*) ;

writeln( ‘True True *v.. True or True) ;

writeln (‘True False ‘, True or False);
writeln (‘False True ‘, False or True);
writeln (‘False False ‘, False or False);
writeln(* Pods

end.

Lesson 20: The Exclusive Or Operator
The Pascal exclusive or operator (xor) compares two Boolean expressions and
returns a True result if both of the Boolean expressions are different. Otherwise,
the exclusive or operator returns a False result. Table 3.16 presents a truth table
for the exclusive or operator. This table illustrates how the exclusive or operator
performs its function.

Table 3.16 Exclusive or truth table
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Table 3.17 illustrates the use of the exclusive or operator. The following are
some examples of the exclusive or operator’s proper use:

flag xor True

error xor False
keypressed xor mouseclicked

Table 3.17 The Pascal exclusive or operator

Listing 3.13 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal exclusive or
operator is used by displaying an exclusive or truth table.

Listing 3.13

{ 1ist3-13.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal exclusive or
operator |}

program exclusive_or_operator;

begin
writeln (‘Exclusive Or Truth Table’);
writeln(* ss
writeln (‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X ¥ X XOR Y');
writeln (‘True True ‘, True xor True);
writeln (‘True False .- True xor False);
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Listing 3.13—Continued

writeln(‘False True *, False xor True);
writeln (‘False False ‘, False xor False);
writeln(* “Dig

end.

Lesson 21: The Bitwise Negation Operator
The Pascal bitwise negation operator (not) negates the result of an integer
expression. The bitwise negation operator performs its intended function by
inverting the value of each of an integer’s bits. If you are unfamiliar with the
term bit, Figure 3.01 should be of assistance. Each byte of memory (one charac-
ter of memory) is comprised of eight bits. Each bit either holds the value of 1 or
0. By simply inverting each of the integer expression’s bits, the bitwise negation
operator effectively negates the expression.

FES 43910
LIX IX LT Xx

Los 5s * 20 or Bit * 1

—— Bit * 2! or Bit * 2
BA Ehivt 9%, gp "BiH ow 4Bit 2% or Biki* 8
Bit * 2“ or Bit * 16
BEE E08 acini etdBit * ob Gr Bib. 64
Big E00 opoBit ft 178

Figure 3.01 A byte of bits

Table 3.18 displays a truth table for the bitwise negation operator. This table
illustrates how the bitwise negation operator performs its function.
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Table 3.18 Bitwise negation truth table

Table 3.19 displays the use of the bitwise negation operator. The following are
some examples of the bitwise negation operator's proper use:

not mask
not pixels
not bit_mask

Table 3.19 The Pascal bitwise negation operator

Listing 3.14 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal bitwise nega-
tion operator is used by displaying a bitwise negation truth table.

Listing 3.14

{ 1list3-14.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise nega-
tion operator }

program bitwise_negation_ operator;

const
one = not 0;
zero = not 1;
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Listing 3.14—Continued

begin
writeln(‘Bitwise Negation Truth Table’);
writeln(* ")s
writeln (‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X ng Xo)
writeln(t——————');

writeln(*“1 ‘, not one);
writeln (‘0 Yi onot zero).
writeln(*—*) ;

end.

Lesson 22: The Bitwise And Operator
The Pascal bitwise and operator (and) compares two integer expressions and
returns the result of anding them bit-by-bit. Table 3.20 presents a truth table for
the bitwise and operator. This table illustrates how the bitwise and operator per-
forms its function.

Table 3.20 Bitwise and truth table
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Table 3.21 displays the use of the bitwise and operator. The following are some
examples of the bitwise and operator’s proper use:

value and BitMask
ShiftPressed and 1

Pixels and SFO

Table 3.21 The Pascal bitwise and operator

Listing 3.15 presents a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal bitwise
and operator is used by displaying a bitwise and truth table.

Listing 3.15

{ 1ist3-15.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise and
operator }

program bitwise_and_operator;

begin
writeln(‘Bitwise And Truth Table’);
writeln(*

:

733

writeln( ‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X \ X and YY!)
writeln(f———rre ti
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Listing 3.15—Continued

writeln(*1 1: to dand 1)
weitelm(*“1 0 Ls and 09
writeln(‘0 3 SSi0nsand 1)
writeln (0 0 eegand 0)
writeln(EE ) 5

end.

Lesson 23: The Bitwise Or Operator
The Pascal bitwise or operator (or) compares two integer expressions and
returns the result of oring them bit-by-bit. Table 3.22 presents a truth table for
the bitwise or operator. This table illustrates how the bitwise or operator per-
forms its function.

Table 3.22 Bitwise or truth table

Table 3.23 illustrates the use of the bitwise or operator. The following are some
examples of the bitwise or operator’s proper use:

pixel or 1

flags or mask
shiftmask or 2
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Table 3.23 The Pascal bitwise or operator

Listing 3.16 presents a short program that illustrates how the Pascal bitwise or
operator is used in an actual program by displaying a bitwise or truth table.

Listing 3.16

{ 1ist3-16.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise or
operator }

program bitwise_or_operator;

begin
writeln(‘Bitwise Or Truth Table’);
writeln(* “is
writeln( ‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X ¥ X or Y's
writelglti————— ty.
writeln(‘1 1 Wodl sor E)G

writeln(*1 0 ele or Ola;

writeln (‘0 1 Boni)
writeln (‘0 0 SOT p EB
writeln(a 5

end.
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Lesson 24: The Bitwise Exclusive Or Operator
The Pascal bitwise exclusive or operator (Xor) compares two integer expressions
and returns the result of xoring them bit-by-bit. Table 3.24 presents a truth table
for the bitwise exclusive or operator. This table illustrates how the bitwise exclu-
sive or operator performs its function.

Table 3.24 Bitwise exclusive or truth table

Table 3.25 illustrates the use of the bitwise exclusive or operator. The following
are some examples of the bitwise exclusive or operator's proper use:

pixels xor SFF

ErrorFlag xor mask

ShiftFlag xor 1

Table 3.25 The Pascal bitwise exclusive or operator

Listing 3.17 presents a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal bitwise
exclusive or operator is used in an actual program by displaying a bitwise exclu-
sive or truth table.
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Listing 3.17

{ 1ist3-17.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise xor
operator }

program bitwise_xor_operator;

begin
writeln(‘Bitwise Xor Truth Table’);
writeln(® 2)
writeln (‘Value Value Result’);
writeln(‘X ¥ Xoxor ¥') 5

writeln(‘————————*}):
writeln(*“1 1 id Koray ;

writeln(‘1 0 T-Rex 0) ;

writeln(0 1 Oxoid);
writeln (‘0 0 0 xor 0);
writeln(*—*) ;

end.

Lesson 25: The Bitwise Shift Left Operator
The Pascal bitwise shift left operator (shl) shifts all of the bits in an integer
expression to the left by the number of places specified by another integer
expression. Essentially, the shift left operator multiplies an integer value two
times for every position to the left it is shifted. For example, the expression 4
shl 2 would have the same effect as the expression 4 * 4.

Table 3.26 illustrates the use of the shift left operator. The following are
some examples of the shift left operator’s proper use:
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mask shl 1

number shl count
4 shl count

Table 3.26 The Pascal shift left operator

Listing 3.18 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal shift left
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.18

{ 1ist3-18.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise shift
left operator )

program bitwise_ shift left operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;

begin
nl := 4 shl 1;
n2 := nl shl 2;
writeln(‘nl = *, nl);
writeln(‘n2 = ‘, n2);

end.
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Lesson 26: The Bitwise Shift Right Operator
The Pascal bitwise shift right operator (shr) shifts all of the bits in an integer
expression to the right by the number of places specified by another integer
expression. Essentially, the shift right operator divides an integer value two times
for every position to the rightit is shifted. For example, the expression 63 shr 1
would have the same effect as the expression 63 div 2.

Table 3.27 illustrates the use of the shift right operator. The following are
some examples of the shift right operator’s proper use:

mask she. 2

number shr count
45 shr times

Table 3.27 The Pascal shift right operator

Listing 3.19 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal shift right
operator is used in an actual program.
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Listing 3.19

{ 1ist3-19.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal bitwise shift
right operator }

program bitwiseshift right operator;

var
nl, n2 : integer;

begin
nl := 64 shr 1;
n2 = nl sh 24

writeln(‘nl = nl);
writen ind =". 52)

end.

Lesson 27: The String Concatenation Operator
The Pascal string concatenation operator (+) is used to combine characters and
strings to form an even larger string. Table 2.28 illustrates the use of the string
concatenation operator. The following are some examples ofthe string concate-
nation operator's proper use:

‘Washington’ + ‘D.C.°
#13 + String
FirstName + MiddleInitial + LastName
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Table 3.28 The Pascal string concatenation operator

Listing 3.20 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal string
concatenation operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.20

var

begin

end.

{ 1ist3-20.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal string con-
catenation operator }

program string concatenation_operator;

FirstName, Lastname, Name : string;
MiddleInitial : char;

FirstName := ‘John’;
LastName := ‘Smith’;
MiddleInitial := ‘D’;
Name := FirstName + #32 + MiddleInitial + *. * +
LastName;
writeln (‘Name = ‘, Name):
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Lesson 28: The Equal To Operator
The Pascal equal to operator (=) compares two expressions to see if they are
equal in value. If the two expressions are equal in value, the equal to operator
returns a value of True. Otherwise, the equal to operator returns a value of
False to indicate that the two expression aren't equal in value.

Table 3.29 illustrates the use of the equal to operator. The following are
some examples of the equal to operator’s proper use:

Flag = True
TL eEs el

15.0 = Diameter

Table 3.29 The Pascal equal to operator

Listing 3.21 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal equal to
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.21

{ 1list3-21.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal equal to oper-
ator }

program equal _to_operator;

begin
writeln(‘l = 1 is “, 1 = 1);
wedteln(*2 = 1. 48 £5: 2 = 1);
writeln(*l = 2.48 *, 1 = 2);

end.
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Lesson 29: The Not Equal To Operator
The Pascal not equal to operator (<>) compares two expressions to see if they
are unequal in value. If the two expressions aren't equal in value, the not equal
to operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the not equal to operator returns
a value of False to indicate that the two expressions are equal in value.

Table 3.30 illustrates the use of the not equal to operator. The following are
some examples of the not equal to operator’s proper use:

Flag <> True
count <> 2

MouseButton <> Clicked

Table 3.30 The Pascal not equal to operator

Listing 3.22 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal not equal to
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.22

{ 1ist3-22.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal not equal to
operator }

program not_equal_to_operator;

begin
writeln(‘1 <> 1 is *, 1 <> 1);
writeln(‘2 <> 1 is “, 2 <> 1);
writeln(‘1l <> 2 is *, 1 <> 2);

end.
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Lesson 30: The Greater Than Operator
The Pascal greater than operator (>) compares two expressions to see if the first
expression is greater than the second expression. If the first expression is greater
than the second expression, the greater than operator returns a value of True.
Otherwise, the greater than operator returns a value of False to indicate that the
first expression is less than or equal to the second expression.

Table 3.31 illustrates the use of the greater than operator. The following are
some examples of the greater than operator’s proper use:

fr Ped

count » maximum

mouse_column > 80

Table 3.31 The Pascal greater than operator

Listing 3.23 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal greater
than operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.23

{ 1ist3-23.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal greater than
operator }

program greater_than_ operator;

begin
writeln(‘l > 1 dis “, 1 > 1);
writeln(‘2 > 1 is “, 2 > 1);
writeln(‘1l > 2 is “, 1 > 2);

end.
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Lesson 31: The Greater Than Or Equal To
Operator
The Pascal greater than or equal to operator (>=) compares two expressions to
see if the first expression is greater than or equal to the second expression. If
the first expression is greater than or equalto the second expression, the greater
than or equal to operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the greater than or
equal to operator returns a value of False to indicate that the first expression is
less than the second expression.

Table 3.32 illustrates the use of the greater than or equal to operator. The fol-
lowing are some examples ofthe greater than or equal to operator’s proper use:

count >= 55

DisplayRow >= 23

n >=>5

Table 3.32 The Pascal greater than or equal to operator

Listing 3.24 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal greater
than or equal to operator is used in an actual program.
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Listing 3.24

begin

end.

{ 1list3-24.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal greater than
or equal to operator }

program greater_than_or_equal to_operator;

writeln(‘l >= 1 is
writeln(‘2 >= 1 is

1. >= 1)
2 >=1Y):
1 >= 2);writeln(‘1

Lesson 32: The Less Than Operator
The Pascal less than operator (<) compares two expressions to see if the first
expression is less than the second expression. If the first expression is less than
the second expression, the less than operator returns a value of True.
Otherwise, the less than operator returns a value of False to indicate that the
first expression is greater than or equal to the second expression.

Table 3.33 illustrates the use of the less than operator. The following are
some examples of the less than operator’s proper use:

n <3
MouseRow < 0

counter £55
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Table 3.33 The Pascal less than operator

Listing 3.25 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal less than
operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.25

{-1ist3-25.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal less than
operator }

program less_than_operator;

begin
wedtelnt li 1 Hg $8 Ge
wWritelstt a <n Han 2 Ts
writeln (1 £2 ds %, 4 <. 2);

end.

Lesson 33: The Less Than Or Equal To Operator
The Pascal less than or equal to operator (<=) compares two expressions to see if
the first expression is less than or equal to the second expression. If the first
expression is less than or equal to the second expression, the less than or equal
to operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the less than or equal to opera-
tor returns a value of False to indicate that the first expression is greater than
the second expression.

Table 3.34 illustrates the use of the less than or equal to operator. The fol-
lowing are some examples ofthe less than or equal to operator's proper use:
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count £=.5

DisplayColumn <= 78

n <=3

Table 3.34 The Pascal less than or equal to operator

Listing 3.26 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal less than
or equal to operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 3.26

{ 1ist3-26.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal less than or
equal to operator |}

program less_than_or_equal_to_operator;

begin
writeln(‘l <= 1 is “, 1 <= 1);
writeln(*2 <= 1 is *, 2 <= 1);

WEE (4 $m daar 1 UG)
end.

Lesson 34: Operator Precedence
How an expression with only one operator type is evaluated is pretty straightfor-
ward. For example, the expression 2 + 3 + 6 is evaluated in two separate steps.
First, the expression 2 + 3 is figured and returns a result of 5. Next, the 6 is
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added to the previous result. Accordingly, the expression returns a value of 11.
Seems pretty easy, doesn’t it? Pascal simply evaluates expressions with all the
same operator type from left to right.

What if, for example, the expression 2 + 3 * 6 needed to be evaluated. If
Pascal was to evaluate the 2 + 3 portion of the expression first, the result would
be determined as follows:

2+ 3 *. 6

= rl s8i0

But, what if Pascal evaluates the 3 * 6 portion of the expression first. The result
would be determined as follows:

2-43" ®iig

2 + 18 = 20

?

It’s rather obvious that the two different methods for evaluating the expression
return vastly different results. To overcome these types of conflicts, the Pascal
programming language uses a set ofrules called operator precedence to evaluate
expressions. Essentially, Pascal assigns a precedence level for each ofits opera-
tors. When an expression is evaluated, the subexpression (one of the individual
expressions that make up a more complex expression) of the expression with
the highest precedence is evaluated first. The part of the expression with the
next highest precedence is evaluated second. This method continues until the
portion of the expression with the lowest precedence has been evaluated.

Table 3.35 illustrates the precedence levels Pascal assignsto its wide range
of operators. (Note that two of these operators, @ and in, haven't been covered
yet. These operators are used with some of Pascal's more advanced data types
and are covered later on in this book.) As Table 3.35 shows, some ofthe opera-
tors have equal levels of precedence. Whenever Pascal encounters two or more
subexpressions with operators of equal precedence, they are evaluated on a

strictly left to right basis.
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Table 3.35 The Pascal operator precedence levels

It is possible to override the Pascal precedence rules by simply surrounding a
subexpression with parentheses. Surrounding a subexpression with parentheses
tells Pascal to evaluate the subexpression first. For example, the expression 5 * 3
- 2 would be evaluated as follows using the normal Pascal precedence rules:

Bown dm
13"a wu 1 NS) Il

wn * — w 1 No — Il ~D

What if you had an expression with nested (one inside the other) parentheses
such as 150 div ((4 - 2) * 3)? Pascal would interpret such an expression by eval-
uating the inner most subexpression first. Thus, the expression 150 div ((4 - 2) *

3) would be evaluated as follows:

150 div (4 - 2) ~ 3)

150 div ( 2 * 3)

150 div 6

Il

Il

£5

85

25

Listing 3.27 displays a short program that demonstrates how Pascal would evalu-
ate a variety of expressions.
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Listing 3.27

{ 1ist3-27.pas - Demonstrate Pascal precedence rules }

program precedence;

begin
writelifala fad = dam 70
writeln(‘1l + Se eae 3 4)
writen tio div ((4 - 2). * 3) = 72°);

writeln(‘150 div ( Cle Dt 3) = 70)
weitedn(:150 div See Botti Bpphe

55 FFL
100 dive (Ch rr 2)00% 3) )

end.
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Program Flow

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a Pascal program begins at the program’s main body
begin statement. Except when a procedure or function is called or a program
flow keyword is encountered, program execution continues from the top of the
program’s main body to the bottom. Eventually, execution ends when the pro-
gram reaches the main body’s end statement. This chapter introduces you to the
Pascal programming language’s program flow keywords and shows how they
are used in actual Pascal programs.

75
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Lesson 35: While Loops
The Pascal while keyword tells the program to continuously execute a state-
ment until a condition is no longer true. Table 4.1 illustrates how the while
keyword is used to construct a while loop. As this table shows, the statement to
be executed can be either a single program statement or a multi-statement
begin..end block.

Table 4.1 Thewbhile keyword

Listing 4.1 illustrates the use of the Pascal while keyword by displaying every
odd number between 100 and 200.
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Listing 4.1

{ list4-1.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal while keyword }

program while_loopl;

var
number : integer;

begin
number := 101;
while number < 201 do

begin
writeln (‘number = ‘, number) ;

number := number + 2;
end;

end.

To better understand how the while keyword works, let's take a closer look at
Listing 4.1’s main program body.

number := 101;

assigns the value 101 to the integer variable number.

while number < 201 do

checks the value of number. If number is less than 201, the while statement is
executed. If number is greater than or equal to 201, the while statement is

ignored.

writeln( ‘number = ‘, number);
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displays number's current value.

number := number + 2;

increases the value of number to the next odd value. After executing this state-
ment, the program loops back to the while keyword.

At this point, you may be wondering what would happenif the while con-
dition is initially False. Quite simply, the while statement would never be exe-
cuted. For example, the following while loop would never be executed:

while False do

i = dilly
The initial condition is False. Consequently, the statement i = i + 1 will never be
executed.

Lesson 36: Repeat Loops
The Pascal repeat keyword is very similar to the while keyword. The only dif-
ference between the two is that the repeat keyword checks for a condition after
it executes its associated program statement. Therefore, a repeat loop is kind of
a backwards while loop. Table 4.2 illustrates how the repeat keyword is used
to construct a repeat loop. As this table illustrates, the repeat statement can be
either a single program statement or a multi-statement begin..end block.
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Table 4.2 Therepeat keyword

a

ing everyisplayiListing 4.2 illustrates the use of the Pascal repeat keyword by d
odd number between 100 and 200
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Listing 4.2

{ list4-2.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal repeat keyword }

program repeat_loop;

var
number : integer;

begin
number := 101;

repeat
begin

writeln( ‘number = ‘, number) ;

number := number + 2;
end;
until number > 199;

end.

To better understand how the repeat keyword works, let’s take a closer look at
Listing 4.2’s main program body.

number := 101;

assigns the value 101 to the integer variable number.

repeat

causes the next statement to be executed.

writeln( ‘number =
*, number);
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displays number’s current value.

number := number + 2;

increases the value of number to the next odd value.

until number > 199;

checks to see if the last odd value has been displayed. If the last odd value
hasn’t been displayed, program execution loops back to the repeat keyword.

You should note that a repeat loop is always executed at least once. As in
the above example, the repeat statement is executed before the condition is

checked; therefore, the statementis always executed at least once.

Lesson 37: For Loops
The Pascal for keyword is used to tell the program to execute a statement for a
set number of times. Table 4.3 illustrates how the for keyword is used to con-
struct a for loop.
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4.3 Thefor keywordTable

a.
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As Table 4.3 illustrates, the for statement assigns the value of an expression to a
variable. (Note that the expressions in a for statement must return an ordinal
result. Ordinal numbers are be covered in detail in a later chapter, but for now
just think of them as any integer.) If the to keyword is used in the for statement,
program execution continues by checking to see if the variable’s value is less
than or equal to the value of the for statement’s second expression. If the vari-
able’s value is less than or equalto the value of the second expression, the state-
ment after the do keyword is executed. After executing the do statement, the
variable is incremented (variable := variable + 1) and its contents are once again
checked against the result of the second expression.

If the downto keyword is used in the for statement, program execution
continues after the variable initialization by checking to see if the variable’s
value is greater than or equal to the value of the for statement’s second expres-
sion. If the variable’s value is greater than or equal to the value of the second
expression, the statement following the do keyword is executed next. After
executing the do statement, the variable is decremented (variable := variable -
1) and its contents are once again checked against the result of the second
expression.

Listing 4.3 illustrates the use of the Pascal for keyword by displaying every
number between 60 and 100 in ascending order.

Listing 4.3

{ list4-3.pas - Demonstrate an ascending for loop )

program ascendingfor;

var
cnt : integer;

begin
for cnt := 60 to 100 do

writeln(‘cnt = *, cnt);
end.
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Listing 4.4 illustrates a descending for loop by displaying every number between
60 and 100 in descending order.

Listing 4.4

{ list4-4.pas - Demonstrate a descending for loop )

program descendingfor;

var
cnt : integer;

begin
for cnt := 100 downto 60 do

weiteln( ‘ent =. ent):
end.

You should note that whenever the for variable’s initial value exceeds the value
of the second expression in a for..to..do combination or is smaller than the
value of the for..downto..do combination, the statement following the do is

never executed by the program. For example, neither the statement for i := 1 to
0 do or the statement for i := 0 downto 1 do would ever cause their associated
do statements to be executed.

Lesson 38: The Break Procedure
The break procedure is used to prematurely terminate out of a for, repeat, or
while loop. Listing 4.5 demonstrates how the Pascal break procedure can be
used to prematurely terminate a for loop.
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Listing 4.5

{ list4-5.pas - Demonstrate the break procedure }

program break procedure;

var
cnt : integer;

begin
for cnt a= TT to 1G0-do

begin
writeln (tent = *'; “ont):
if ent'= 51 then

break;
end;

end.

Note that the above program displays the numbers 1 through 50, but it does not
display the numbers 51 through 100 because the break procedure terminates
the for loop as soon as cnt reaches a value of 50.

Lesson 39: The Continue Procedure
The continue procedure is used in a for, repeat, or while loop to force
program execution to start the loop’s next iteration. Listing 4.6 demonstrates
how the continue procedure can be used to prematurely force a loop to its
next iteration.
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Listing 4.6

{ list4-6.pas - Demonstrate the continue procedure }

program continue procedure;

var
cnt : integer;

begin
for cnt := 1 to 100 do

begin
if ent < 51 then

continue;
writeln(‘ecnt = ‘, cnt);

end;
end.

Note how the continue procedure in the above program forces the program to
immediately continue with the next iteration if cnt is a value from 1 through 50.
Once cnt reaches 51, the program displays the values 51 through 100.

Lesson 40: If Statements
Many times a program has to do different things depending on a certain condi-
tion. To meet these conditional demands, the Pascal programming language is

equipped with a variety of decision-making statements. The simplest Pascal deci-
sion-making statement is the if..then statement. Table 4.4 illustrates how an
if..then statement is constructed.
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Table 4.4 The Pascalif..then statement

The logic behind a Pascal if..then statement is almost ridiculously simple. If the
Boolean expression following the if keyword is equal to True, then the pro-
gram statement following the then keyword is executed.

Listing 4.7 illustrates how an if statement is used in an actual Pascal pro-
gram.
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Listing 4.7

{ list4-7.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal if..then state-
ment }

program if then_demo;

var
number : integer;

begin
number := 1;

if number = 1 then
writeln (‘number is equal to 1°’);

if number = 0 then
writeln( ‘number is equal to 0’);

end.

Besides being able to perform an action if a condition is True, an if statement
can also perform another action if a condition is False by using an else clause.
Table 4.5 illustrates how an if..then..else statement is constructed.
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Table 4.5 The Pascalif..then..else statement

As with an if..then statement, the logic behind an if..then..else statement is

extremely easy to understand. If the condition is True, then the program state-
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ment following the then keyword is executed, else the statement following the
else keyword is executed.

Listing 4.8 illustrates how an if..then..else statement is used in an actual Pascal
program.

Listing 4.8

{ 1list4-8.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal if..then..else
statement }

program if_then_else;

var
number : integer;

begin
number := 1;

if number = 1 then
writeln( ‘number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln( ‘number isn’’'t equal to 1°);

number := 0;

if number = 1 then
writeln( ‘number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln( ‘number isn’’'t equal to 1°’);

end.
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Lesson 41: Case Statements
Although if..then and if..then..else statements are useful for performing actions
depending on a condition being either True or False, many situations arise in a
program that require any one of a variety of actions to be performed depending
on an ordinal expression’s value. To meet this requirement, the Pascal program-
ming language provides the case statement. Table 4.6 illustrates how a case
statement is constructed.

Table 4.6 The Pascal case statement

The case constants in a Pascal case statement can be either a single constant, a
group of constants, or a range of constants. If the value of the case statement’s
expression matches any of a constant group’s individual constants, the group’s
associated program statement are executed. Some examples of constant groups
are as follows:
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100,101, 1062

-55, *82," 8

36, =

If the value of the case statement’s expression falls anywhere within a range of
constants, the range’s associated program statement are executed. Some exam-
ples of constant ranges are as follows:

100..300
= Sud
2000...100000

Table 4.6 also shows that Pascal supports else clauses in a case statement. As
with the if..then statement, else clauses in a case statement are strictly optional.
If used, their associated program statement are only executed if the case state-
ment’s expression doesn’t match any of the case constants. If an else clause isn't
used and the case statement’s expression doesn’t match any of the case con-
stants, the whole case statement is ignored and program execution is continued
with the next program statement.

Listing 4.9 demonstrates how a case statement is used in an actual Pascal
program.
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Listing 4.9

{ 1list4-9.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal case statement }

program case_statement;

var
number : Integer;

begin
number := 3;
case number of

1 : writeln(‘The number is a 1°);
2 writeln (‘The number is a 2’);
3..5 : writeln(‘The number is a 3, 4, or 5’);
7, 10 : writeln( ‘The number is a 7 or 10’);
8 writeln (‘The number is an 8’);
9 writeln (‘The number is a 9’);
else

writeln (‘The number isn’’t between 1

and 20%)
end;

end.

Lesson 42: Goto Statements
If program execution must branch to a different part of a program without
regard for any condition, the Pascal programming language provides the goto
statement for performing such an unconditional jump. Table 4.7 illustrates how a
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Pascal goto statement is constructed. As this table shows, the goto statement
requires a labelto tell it where it should branch to. A Pascal labelis any series of
digits in the range of 0 to 9999. Optionally, an identifier can be used as a label.

Table 4.7 The Pascal goto statement

Today, the use of the goto statement is considered very poor programming
practice. Although the goto statement is necessary for some other languages
(i.e., BASIC), you can go your whole life without finding it necessary to use a
goto statement in a Pascal program. Perhaps its only acceptable use today is in
implementing critical error handling routines. You should always strive to write
your programs without using gotos.

Listing 4.10 presents a short program that demonstrates how a goto state-
ment is used in a Pascal program.

Listing 4.10

{ 1ist4-10.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal goto statement |}

program goto_demo;

label 1;

begin
writeln (‘This line is executed’);
goto 1;

writeln (‘This line never is!’);

writeln (‘This line is executed too’);
end.
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Procedures and Functions
In most programs that you write, you will find that certain routines are used
repeatedly throughout a program. For example, the following short program
demonstrates how an if..then..else statement is used again and again through-
out a program to conditionally display messages.

95
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Listing 5.1

{ 1ist5-1.pas - Display messages program }

program display_messages;

var
number integer;

begin
number := 1;

if number = 1 then
writeln (‘number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln( ‘number isn’’t equal to 1°);

number := 0;

if number = 1 then
writeln( ‘number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln (“number isnt equal tel’ hy

end.

Lesson 43: Declaring Procedures and Functions

Instead of repeatedly writing the same conditional statement over and over,
wouldn't it be nice to write it once and be able to use it anywhere in a program.
Fortunately, Pascal provides procedures and functions for just such a purpose.
Essentially, a procedure or a function is a program within a program. Not only
can it have its own body of program statements, a procedure or a function can
have its own variables, typed constants, and even its own procedures and func-
tions. Table 5.1 illustrates how a procedure is declared in a Pascal program and
Table 5.2 illustrates how a function is declared in a Pascal program.
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5.1 A Pascal procedure declarationTable

ionition defin5.2 A Pascal functTable

.
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As both tables illustrate, a procedure or a function’s associated program state-
ments are enclosed in a begin..end statement block just like the program’s
main body. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 also show that procedures and functions can
have an optional parameter list. A procedure or function's parameters are used
to pass values to the procedure or function. The following are some examples
of parameter lists:

(row, col : integer; message : string)
(x, y : integer)
(name : string)

Note in the above examples that the parameters are defined just like they would
be in a variable definition. Each data type is separated by a semicolon just like a
normal program statement. However, the final parameter declaration in a para-
meter list doesn’t require a semicolon.

To illustrate how a procedure is actually used in a Pascal program, Listing
5.2 presents a short program that performs exactly like the one in Listing 5.1.
Unlike the program in Listing 5.1, this newer version uses a procedure to replace
the multiple if..then..else statements.

Listing 5.2

{ 1list5-2.pas - Display messages program version 2}

program display_messages2;

procedure display(n : integer);
begin

if n = 1 then
writeln( ‘The number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln (‘The number isn’’t equal to 1°);
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Listing 5.2—Continued

end;

var
number : integer;

begin
number := 1;

display (number) ;

number := 0;
display (number) ;

end.

Although Listing 5.2 is a very simple example of how a procedure is used in a
Pascal program, it does illustrate a number of important points about using a
procedure or a function in a program. Let's take a line-by-line look at both the
display procedure and the program’s main body.

procedure display(n : integer);

defines a procedure named display that has one integer argument identified by n.

begin

defines the start of display’s statement block.

if n = 1 then
writeln (‘The number is equal to 1°)

else
writeln( ‘The number isn’’t equal to 1’);

displays the message The number is equal to 1 if argument n is equal to 1.
Otherwise, it displays the message The number isn’t equal to 1 if n isn’t equal to 1.
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end;

defines the end of display’s statement block.

begin

defines the start of the program’s main body.

number := 1;

assigns the value 1 to the integer variable number.

display (number) ;

calls the procedure display. Additionally, the value of the integer variable
number is passed as display’s one and only argument.

number... :=..05

assigns the value 0 to the integer variable number.

display (number) ;

calls the procedure display. Additionally, the value of the integer variable
number is passed as display’s one and only argument.

end.

defines the end of the program’s main body.

Lesson 44: Function Return Values

Now that we've seen how a simple procedure is written, let's take a look at how
a simple function is written. As Table 5.2 illustrated, a function declaration
requires that a return type be specified. For example, a function that returns an
integer value wouldbe declared as returning an integer data type.
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Although declaring the function’s return type is a fairly simple task,it is not
so obvious how the function’s return value is actually returned to the calling
program. Fortunately for the Pascal programmer, a value is returned by simply
assigning the function’s return value to the function’s identifier. Essentially, the
function’s identifier acts like a variable with the data type defined as the func-
tion’s return type. For example, a function named intadd would return a value
of 2 to the calling program as follows:

intadd =.2;
The above example clearly shows that returning a value to the calling program
requires nothing more than a simple assignment statement. To further illustrate
how a function is used in a Pascal program, Listing 5.3 presents a brief program,
which calls a simple function that multiplies a passed argument by 2 and returns
the result.

Listing 5.3

{ 1ist5-3.pas - Demonstrates Pascal functions }

program function calls;

function times_two(n : integer) : integer;
begin

times_two :=n * 2;

end;

begin
writeln(times_two(4));
writeln(times_two(16)) ;

end.
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In order to fully understand how the above program performs its task, let's
examine the times_two function and the program’s main body a line at a time.

function times_two(n : integer) : integer;

defines a function named times_two that has one integer argument identified
by n and returns an integer value.

begin

defines the start of times_two’s statement block.

times_two := n * 2;

multiplies argument n by 2 and assigns it to the function's identifier times_two.

end;

defines the end of the times_two statement block.

begin

defines the start of the program’s main body.

writeln(times_two(4));

displays the result of multiplying 4 times 2.

writeln(times_two(16)) ;

displays the result of multiplying 16 times 2.

end.

defines the end of the program’s main body.
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Lesson 45: Forward Declarations
Let's suppose that you wanted to write a program with a procedure that calls
another procedure. Obviously, this would be a very common occurrence in a
Pascal program. Is there a special way you have to write such a program? As a
matter of fact, there is. You can choose to write your program using either one
of two methods. The easiest method is demonstrated below in Listing 5.4.

Listing 5.4

{ list5-4.pas - Demonstrate procedure calling proce-
dures )

program procedure_calling;

procedure first;
begin

writeln( ‘This is the first procedure.’);
end;

procedure second;
begin

firgts
writeln (‘This is the second procedure.’);

end;

begin
second;

end.
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As the above program illustrates, Pascal requires that a procedure that is called
by another procedure be defined before the procedure that calls it. What would
happen if the called procedure isn't defined first? The simplest way to find out is

to enter the program in Listing 5.5 and to compileit.
Listing 5.5

{ 1ist5-5.pas - Demonstrate an incorrect declaration
program incorrect_declaration;

procedure second;
begin

firat;
writeln (‘This is the second procedure.’);

end;

procedure first;
begin

writeln(‘This is the first procedure.’);
end;

begin
second;

end.

J

With the exception of defining procedure second before procedure first, the
above program is the same program that was presented in Listing 5.4. If you
took the time to actually enter and compile the above program, you were
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informed that the first identifier in procedure second is an unknown identi-
fier. Why is first an unknown identifier? Simply because it has no meaning in
the program yet. Without defining procedure first before procedure second,
the Pascal compiler has no way of knowing just what the identifier first repre-
sents. As far as the compiler is concerned, first could be a variable, a con-
stant, or just about anything else a Pascal identifier is used for. So obviously,
the compiler has to abort the compilation process and return the rather disap-
pointing error message.

Fortunately for the Pascal programmer, there is a way around having to
define a called procedure or function before the calling procedure or function.
The method used to perform this trick is called a forward declaration. Table 5.3
displays how a forward declaration is made. As this table show, a forward decla-
ration is created by following a procedure or function head with the keyword
forward. Once this has been done, any other procedure or function is able to
call the forward declaration’s associated procedure or function.

Table 5.3 A forward declaration

ional:procedure name(parameter list)

sa. __  _  _ _
function name(parameter list) :return type; forward;

Where:
name isthe procedure’ sor function’ 5 identifier.
return type isa previous!y defined datatype.
parameter list isa listof arguments to be gon by the

ooProce or
r

function.

Listing 5.6 illustrates a short program, which demonstrates how the program in
Listing 5.5 could be correctly rewritten by adding a forward declaration before
procedure second.
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Listing 5.6

{ 1ist5-6.pas - Demonstrate a forward declaration )}

program forward declaration;

procedure first; forward;

procedure second;
begin

firsts
writeln (‘This is the second procedure.’);

end;

procedure first;
begin

writeln( ‘This is the first procedure.’);
end;

begin
second;

end.

Lesson 46: Local Variables

As it was stated earlier in this chapter, a Pascal procedure or function can have
its own variables. These procedure and function variables are called local vari-
ables. They are called local variables because they can only be used inside of
the procedure or function. The reason for this is something called scope, which
is covered in the next lesson. Table 5.4 illustrates how variables are defined in a
procedure or function.
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Listing 5.7

{ 1ist5-7.pas - Demonstrate local variables }

program localvariables;

procedure count;
var

i + dnteget:

begin
fresadg
while i < 11 do

begin
writeln (di);
does d £1;

end;
end;

begin
count;
count;

end.

What does the above program do? It simply uses the local variable i to count
from 1 to 10 each time the procedure count is called.

Listing 5.8 presents a short program that demonstrates how typed constants
are used in an actual Pascal program.
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Listing 5.8

{ 1ist5-8.pas - Demonstrate local typed constants }

program local_typed_constants;

procedure count;
const

ivr integers
begin

writeln (i);
1 #=-1 ok ls

end;

begin
count;
count;

end.

The above program demonstrates a rather interesting fact about typed constants.
Always remember that typed constants retain their value until the program fin-
ishes executing. Thus, the first time the procedure count is called it displays a
value of 1 for the typed constant i. Furthermore, count displays a value of 2 the
second timeit is called, a value of 3 the third time it is called, and so on.

Although the above program demonstrates how a typed constant retains its
value between procedure and function calls, you may be wondering what hap-
pens with a procedure’s or a function’s variables between function calls. Like a
typed constant, do they still retain there values? Simply put, no. Like a variable
in the main program, a local variable is undefined at the start of the procedure
or function call. Listing 5.9 presents a short program that demonstrates how a
local variable is in an undefined state at the start of procedure call. With the
single exception of declaring i as a variable instead of a typed constant, this
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program is the same as the one presented in Listing 5.8. However, this simple
change clearly reflects how a local variable is considered undefined each and
every time a procedure or a function is called.

Listing 5.9

{ 1ist5-9.pas - Demonstrate how variables are undefined }

program undefined;

procedure count;
var

i : integer;

begin
writeln(i);
od. ge a er

end;

begin
count;
count;

end.

Lesson 47: Scope
In the previous lesson, it was mentioned that procedure and function variables
are called local variables because of something called scope. In this lesson, we
look at how a variable’s scope affects what parts of a program can access it. As
you already know, procedure and function variables are called local variables.
The term local variable makes sense when you consider that only the variable’s
procedure or function can access them. Thus, all procedure and function vari-
ables are said to have local scope.
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But what about the variables that are defined outside of a procedure or
function? Any variable that is defined outside of a procedure or a function is
called a global variable. Essentially, a global variable can be accessed by any
procedure, function, or parts of the program’s main body that follows its declara-
tion. Listing 5.10 presents a brief program that demonstrates how a variable with
global scope can be accessed by a procedure.

Listing 5.10

{ 1ist5-10.pas - Demonstrate global scope }

program global scope;

vat
i : integer;

procedure display_i;
begin

writeln (i);
IIi A. srs lg

end;

begin
i w= 1;

display_1i;
writeln (di);

end.

Not only does the procedure in Listing 5.10 display_i display global variable is
value, it increments i before returning to the program’s main body. After execu-
tion is returned to the program’s main body, i's new value is displayed.
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But wait a second, what if a procedure or a function had a local variable
named i in addition to a global variable i? Not only is a situation like this apt to
arise in a program, it is a fairly common occurrence in most programs. So how
does a procedure or function know which i to choose from? Quite simply, the
procedure or function always uses its local variable i. This concept of a proce-
dure or function picking a variable with local scope is clearly demonstrated by
the program presented in Listing 5.11.

Listing 5.11

{ 1list5-11.pas - Demonstrate global vs. local scope }

program global vs_local_ scope;

var
i : integer;

procedure display_i;
var

i : integer;

begin
i := 999;
writeln (di);
i = 4 + lg

end;

begin
i a= 1;

displayi;
writeln (di);

end.
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The above program illustrates that the procedure display_i has no effect what-
soever on the global variable i. It simply displays its own local variable i, need-
lessly increments the local variable i, and returns to the program’s main body.
When execution is returned to the program’s main body, the global variable i is

displayed to demonstrate that it hasn’t been changed.

Lesson 48: Arguments
In the previous lessons, we have seen that arguments (or parameters) can be
passed to either a procedure or a function. Normally, an argument is passed by
value. In stating that an argument is passed by value, it simply means that the
argument’s value is passed to the function. This may all seem rather obvious, but
it is an important point to make. Take the short program in Listing 5.12 for
example. This program passes global variable n’s value to the procedure count.
Onceit is passed to the procedure, the argument’s value is displayed and decre-
mented over and over until it is less than zero. Note that upon return from pro-
cedure count, global variable n’s value is displayed to prove that it hasn't been
changed at all by the procedure.

Listing 5.12

{ 1ist5-12.pas - Demonstrate passing by value }

program pass_by_value;

var
n : integer;

procedure count (number : integer);
begin

repeat
writeln (number) ;

number := number - 1;
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Listing 5.12—Continued

until number < 0;
end;

begin
n = 10;
count (n) ;

writeln(n);
end.

Although passing by value is probably the most commonly used method Pascal
programmers employ when passing arguments, Pascal offers another method for
passing arguments called passing by reference. Arguments are passed by refer-
ence by simply placing the var keyword before the argument declaration in the
procedure or function head. The following are some examples of pass by refer-
ence argument declarations:

var row, col : integer;
var account : real;

Passing an argument by reference actually passes the argument’s memory loca-
tion and not its value. With the argument’s memory location at its disposal, the
procedure or function is able to directly access and modify the passed argument.
Because the procedure or function needs the argument’s actual location in mem-
ory, an expression can’t be passed by reference. In fact, it wouldn't make any
sense to pass an expression by reference anyway. Why would you ever want to
modify the value of an expression that lies outside of the procedure or function?
Onceits value has been passed to the procedure or function, the expression
serves no useful purpose. So remember to always pass expressions by value.

To illustrate how an argument is passed by reference, Listing 5.13 presents a
modified version of the program that was presented in Listing 5.12. Unlike the
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previous version of the program, this modified version passes the procedure
count’s argument number by reference. This results in global variable n’s value
being modified by procedure count. Upon return from the procedure count,
global variable n has a value of -1 and not the value of 10 that it had with the
previous version of the program.

Listing 5.13

{ 1ist5-13.pas - Demonstrate passing by reference }

program pass_by_reference;

var
n : integer;

procedure count (var number : integer);
begin

repeat
writeln (number) ;

number := number - 1;

until number < 0;
end;

begin
ors 105

count (n) ;

writeln(n);
end.
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Listing 5.14 presents a brief program that demonstrates how a function can be
nested in a procedure.
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Listing 5.14

{ 1list5-14.pas - Demonstrate nested procedures and
functions }

program nested_p_and_f;

procedure display(n : integer);
var

i : integer;

function addone(n : integer) : integer;
begin

addone := n t+ 1;

end;

begin
for 4 = 1 fo 10 do

begin
writeln(n) ;

n := addone(n);
end;

end;

begin
display (1);

end.

Essentially, the above program displays a number, adds oneto it, and repeats the
process nine more times. When studying this program, you should remember to
use the analogy that a Pascal program is nothing more than a big procedure or
conversely a procedure is nothing more than a miniature program. Keeping that
in mind makes writing your own nested procedures and functions a snap.
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To write your own nested procedures and functions correctly, you must also
understand how Pascal's scope rules apply to procedures and functions. Like a
procedure or a function’s local variables, a nested procedure or function is local
to the procedure or function it is defined in. The program in Listing 5.15 demon-
strates how the Pascal scope rules work by defining two functions with the same
name. Because of the scope rules, the function addone inside of the procedure
display is called and not the global function addone.

Listing 5.15

{ 1ist5-15.pas - Demonstrate procedure and function }

program p_and_f scope;

function addone(n : integer) : integer;
begin

addone := n + 101;
end;

procedure display(n : integer);
var

i : integer;

function addone(n : integer) : integer;
begin

addone :=n + 1;

end;
begin

fori 17 leto.10 do

begin
writeln(n);
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Listing 5.15—Continued

n «=addone(n);
end;

end;

begin
display (1);

end.

Lesson 50: Recursion
Before we leave this chapter on procedures and functions, we have to explore
one last feature that Pascal procedures and functions possess. This feature is

called recursion and allows a Pascal procedure or function to call itself repeat-
edly. Although this may not seem to be such an important feature, recursion can
greatly simplify writing some of the most important computer programming rou-
tines (i.e., quick sort, b-trees, etc.).

Listing 5.16 displays a short program that demonstrates how a Pascal proce-
dure can recursively call itself.
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Listing 5.16

{ 1ist5-16.pas - Demonstrate recursion }

program recursion;

procedure count(n : integer);
begin

writeln(n);
a d= a ~~ 1;

if n->=-0-then
count (n) ;

end;

begin
count (20);

end.

Although the above program is really quite simple, let's take a detailed look at
how the procedure count is used to count backwards from a passed argument.

begin

defines the start of the procedure count’s body.

writeln(n);

displays the integer argument n’s value.

decrements n’s value.
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if n >= 0 then
count (n) ;

checks argument n’s value to see if it’s still greater than or equal to 0. If it is
still greater than or equal to zero, count calls itself with n’s new value forits
argument.

end;

defines the end of the procedure count’s body.

You are probably thinking at this point, “Couldn’t this routine be done much
easier using a simple loop?” Well yes, it could be. However, as I previously
stated there are a number of important computer programming routines that are
much easier to write using recursion than with more traditional programming
methods. Consequently, it is essential for all Pascal programmers to understand
how recursion works.
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User-Defined Data Types
In Chapter 2, you learned what Pascal’s standard data types are and how they
are used. This chapter gives you a whole new way of looking at program data.
That's because this chapter shows how the Pascal programmer can define his
own data types. One of Pascal’s main advantages over other programming lan-
guages is this ability that allows the programmer to define his own data types.
Therefore, the Pascal programmer must be well versed in how user-defined data
types are created.
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Lesson 51: Enumerated Data Types
The first of the user-defined data types we look at in this chapter are called enu-
merated data types. Essentially, an enumerated data type is constructed from a
list of unique identifiers. Each of the enumerated data type’s identifiers are
assigned a value of 0 to n. Where n represents the number of identifiers minus
one. For example, an enumerated data type with 10 identifiers would have
assigned values of 0 to 9. Table 6.1 illustrates how an enumerated data type is
defined.

Table 6.1 Defining a Pascal enumerated data type

Note in Table 6.1, that an enumerated data type definition followsthe type key-
word. Some examples of enumerated data type declarations are as follows:

suit = (clubs, spades, hearts, diamonds);
computers = (IBM, Apple, Tandy, Commodore, Acer, Dell);

Listing 6.1 illustrates a short program that demonstrates how an enumerated data
type is used in an actual Pascal program.
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Listing 6.1

{ 1ist6-1.pas - Demonstrate enumerated data types }

program enum_data;

type
computers = (IBM, Apple, Tandy, Commodore, Other) ;

var
Jim, David : computers;

procedure display_brand (brand : computers);
begin

case brand of
IBM:

writeln(‘ has an IBM’);
Apple:

writeln(‘ has an Apple’);
Tandy:

writeln(‘ has a Tandy’);
Commodore:

writeln(‘ has a Commodore’);
else

writeln(‘ doesn’’t have an IBM,
Apple, Tandy, or Commodore’);

end
end;
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Listing 6.1—Contimued

begin

end.

Jd.m 7= TBM*

David := Other;
write (‘Jim’);
display_brand (Jim);
write (‘David’);
display_brand (David) ;

Lesson 52: The Dec Procedure
To allow programmersto easily handle enumerated data types or any other ordi-
nal data types (data types that can only be expressed as a series of whole num-
bers: integers, characters, etc.), the Pascal programming language comes
equipped with a variety of ordinal related procedures and functions. The first
ordinal procedure we study is the dec procedure. The Pascal dec procedure
simply subtracts one from an ordinal variable’s value. Table 6.2 displays how the
Pascal dec procedure is used.

Listing 6.2 presents a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal dec proce-

Table 6.2 The Pascal dec procedure

dure is used in an actual program.

{

;

|

i

|
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Listing 6.2

{ 1list6-2.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal dec function }

program dec_demo;

type
cards = (clubs, diamonds, spades, hearts);

procedure display_suit(card : cards);
begin

case card of
clubs:

writeln (‘The card is a club’);
diamonds:

writeln (‘The card is a diamond’);
spades:

writeln (‘The card is a spade’);
hearts:

writeln( ‘The card is a heart’);
end;

end; .

var
elt: eards;

begin
cl := hearts;
digplay suit(cl);
dec (cl);
display_suit(cl);

end.
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Lesson 53: The Inc Procedure
In the last lesson, you learned that the Pascal dec procedure subtracts one
from an ordinal variable’s value. Conversely, the Pascal inc procedure adds
one to an ordinal variable’s value. Table 6.3 illustrates how the Pascal inc pro-
cedure is used.

Table 6.3 The Pascalinc procedure

Listing 6.3 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal inc proce-
dure is used in an actual program.

Listing 6.3

{ 1ist6-3.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal inc function }

program inc_demo;

type
cards = (clubs, diamonds, spades, hearts);

procedure display_suit(card : cards);
begin

case card of
clubs:

writeln (‘The card is a club’);
diamonds:

writeln (‘The card is a diamond’);
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Listing 6.3—Continued

spades:
writeln (‘The card is a spade’);

hearts:
writeln (‘The card is a heart’);

end;
end;

var
cli cards:

begin
el += elubs;
display_suit(cl);
inc (cl);
displaysuit (cl);

end.

Lesson 54: The Pred Function

The Pascal pred function returns the value of an ordinal expression minus one.
Table 6.4 illustrates how the Pascal pred function is used.

Table 6.4 The Pascalpred function

Listing 6.4 displays a short program that shows how the pred function is used in
an actual Pascal program.
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Listing 6.4

{ 1ist6-4.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal pred function )

program pred _demo;

type
cards = (clubs, diamonds, spades, hearts);

procedure display suit(card : edrdg)s
begin

case card of
clubs:

writeln (‘The card is a club’);
diamonds:

writeln( ‘The card is a diamond’);
spades:

writeln (‘The card is a spade’);
hearts:

writeln(‘The card is a heart’);
end;

end;

var
cl : cards;

begin
cl := hearts;
display_suit(cl);
display _suit(pred(cl));

end.
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Lesson 55: The Succ Function

Pascal provides both a dec and an inc procedure, Pascal also offers a compli-
ment to the pred function called the succ function. Essentially, the Pascal succ
function returns the value of an ordinal expression plus one. Table 6.5 illustrates
how the Pascal succ function is used.

Table 6.5 The Pascal succ function

Listing 6.5 displays a brief program that shows how the succ function is used in
an actual Pascal program.

Listing 6.5

{ 1ist6-5.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal succ function }

program succ_demo;

type
cards = (clubs, diamonds, spades, hearts);

procedure display_suit(card : cards);
begin

case card of
clubs:

writeln (‘The card is a club’);
diamonds:

writeln (‘The card is a diamond’);
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Listing 6.5—Continued

spades:
writeln(*‘The card is a spade’);

hearts:
writeln (‘The card is a heart’); i

end; |

end;

var
cls ecards:

begin
:

cl = clubs;
display_suit (cl); |

display_suit(succ(cl)); |

end.

Lesson 56: Subranges

Many times the Pascal programmer wants to limit a data type’s range of values.
For example, a data value representing the months of a year would only need
values in the range of 1 to 12. Fortunately for the Pascal programmer, Pascal
allows the programmer to define new data types by using a subrange of another
previously defined ordinal data type. Therefore, the Pascal programmer can con-
struct subrange data types from integers, characters, or enumerations. Table 6.6
illustrates how a subrange data type is defined.
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Table 6.6 Defining a subrange data type

The following are some examples of valid integer and character subrange data
type definitions:

rows =-1.:25;
‘columns I — © o

dice = 1..6;
monk =.1... 32%

day = F..313
numeric = ‘0’'..’9";
control = #0. .#31;
extended = #128. .#255;

To define an enumerated subrange, you must define the enumerated data type
first. For example, the following enumerated subranges could be defined from
the enumerated data type computer = (IBM, Tandy, Dell, Commodore,
Apple);:

ibm_and_compats = IBM. .Dell;
non_ibm = Commodore. .Apple;

Listing 6.6 displays a brief program that demonstrates how subranges are used in
an actual Pascal program.
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Listing 6.6

{ 1list6-6.pas - Demonstrate Pascal subrange data types }

program subranges;

type
dice =.4 063

var
diel, die2 dice;

begin
randomize;
repeat

diel := random(6) + 1;

die2 := random(6) + 1;

writeln( ‘diel = ¢, diel);
writeln(*‘die2 = *¢, die2);

until diel = die2;
end.

Essentially, the above program creates a subrange data type that can represent
all of the legal values on a die. The program demonstrates this data type by
assigning randomly generated rolls until two dice variables are equal. In other
words, the program will keep rolling the dice until doubles come up.

Lesson 57: Sets

Many Pascal programs require handling data that doesn’t seem to have a particu-
lar order to it. To deal with such unordered data, the Pascal programming lan-
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guage provides a user-defined data type called a set. A Pascal set is made up of
either all of the members of an ordinal data type or a subrange of an ordinal
data type. Furthermore, a Pascal set cannot represent more than 256 distinct val-
ues. Consequently, only subranges can be used to define sets of Words,
Integers, and Longlnts. Table 6.7 illustrates how a Pascal set is defined.

Table 6.7 Defining a Pascal set

The following are some examples of valid Pascal set definitions:

digits = get of w@ri nrg.
logical = set of boolean;

. ’ ’ ’lower_case = set of ‘a’..’'z’:

Table 6.8 Set assignments
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Table 6.8 shows how values are assigned to set variables and typed constants.
The following are some examples of valid Pascal set assignment statements:

vowels := [‘A’, ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘0’, ‘U’];
seta := [1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10];
setb := [1, 4, 5...9, 100, 201];

To deal with sets, the Pascal programming language provides a variety of set
related operators. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to studying how
these Pascal set operators function.

Lesson 58: The Set Equal To Operator
Like the normal Pascal equal to operator, the set equal to operator (=) compares
two set expressions to see if they are equal. If the two set expressions are equal,
the set equal to operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the set equal to
operator returns value of False to indicate that the two expressions aren’t equal.
Table 6.9 illustrates the use of the set equal to operator.

Table 6.9 The Pascal set equal to operator

Listing 6.7 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal set equal to
operator is used in an actual program.

3

{

i
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Listing 6.7

{ 1ist6-7.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set equals
operator }

program set_equals;

type
characters = set of char;

var
setl, set2, set3 : characters;

begin
getl v= [“a’,.Ygtls
get? i= [“A", ."Z"];
set3d = setl;
writeln(‘setl = set2 is ‘, setl = set2);
writeln(‘setl = set3 is ‘, setl = sget3);

end.

Lesson 59: The Set Not Equal To Operator
The Pascal set not equal to operator (<>) compares two set expressions to see if
they are unequal in value. If the two set expressions aren't equal in value, the
set not equal to operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the set not equal to
operator returns a value of False to indicate that the two set expressions are
equal in value. Table 6.10 illustrates the use ofthe set not equal to operator.
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Table 6.10 The Pascal set not equal to operator

Listing 6.8 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal set not equal
to operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 6.8

{ 1ist6-8.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set does not
equal operator }

program set_do_not_equal;

type |

characters = set of char;

var
setl, set2, set3 : characters;

begin
getl = ['a*.."2"];
set2 := [“A".."Z"];
set3 := setl;
writeln(‘setl <> set2 is *‘, setl <> set2);
writeln(‘setl <> set3 is *, setl <> set3);

end.
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Lesson 60: The Set Less Than Or Equal To
Operator
The Pascal set less than or equal to operator (<=) compares two set expressions
to see if all of the elements of the first set expression are in the second set
expression. If the first set expression is less than or equal to the second set
expression, the set less than or equal to operator returns a value of True.
Otherwise, the set less than or equal to operator returns a value of False to
indicate that the first set expression has element(s) that aren’t contained in the
second set expression. Table 6.11 illustrates the use of the set less than or equal
to operator.

Table 6.11 The Pascal set less than or equal to operator

Listing 6.9 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal set less
than or equal to operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 6.9

{ 1ist6-9.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set less than
or equal to operator }

program set_less_than_or_equal;

type
characters = set of char;

var
setl, set2, set3 : characters;
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Listing 6.9—Continued

begin
getl mritar ta SR

ONT Se ge
set sins BA pa Tae
gata Rig atEg
writeln(‘set2 <= setl is *‘, set2 <= getl);
writeln(‘'set3 <= setl is ‘,.set3 <= setl);

end.

Lesson 61: The Set Greater Than Or Equal To
Operator
The Pascal set greater than or equal to operator (>=) compares two set expres-
sions to see if all of the elements of the second set expression are in the first set
expression. If the first set expression has at least all of the elements contained in
the second set expression, the set greater than or equal to operator returns a
value of True. Otherwise, the set greater than or equal to operator returns a
value of False to indicate that the first set expression doesn’t have all ofthe ele-
ments found in the second set expression. Table 6.12 illustrates the use of the
set greater than or equal to operator.

Table 6.12 The Pascal set greater than or equal to operator

Listing 6.10 display a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal set greater
than or equal to operator is used in an actual program.
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Listing 6.10

{ 1ist6-10.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set greater
than or equal to operator }

program set_greater_ than or_equal;

type
characters = set of char;

var
setl, set2, set3 : characters;

begin
getliio= [far tet CALL TERT

set2 := [‘A’..'Z’];
set3 := [‘a’..’z’, #13];
writeln(‘set2 >= setl is *, set2 <= setl);
writeln(‘set3 >= getl is *, set3 <= sgetl):

end.

Lesson 62: The Set In Operator
The Pascal in operator tests to see if the result of an ordinal expression is an
element of a set expression. If the ordinal value is contained in the set, the in
operator returns a value of True. Otherwise, the in operator returns a value of
False to indicate that the ordinal value isn’t an element of the set. Table 6.13
illustrates the use of the in operator.
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Table 6.13 The Pascalin operator

Listing 6.11 displays a brief program that illustrates how the Pascal in operator is
used in an actual program.

Listing 6.11

{ 1ist6-11.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal in operator }

program in_demo;

procedure check_vowels(c : char);
const

vowels : set of char = [‘A’, ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘O’, ‘U’,

begin
iE {a Xr) or fe = Y%") then

writeln(‘Y is sometimes a vowel’)
else

if ¢ in vowels then
writeln(c, * is a vowel’)

else
writeln(c, ‘ is a consonant’);
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Listing 6.11—Continued

end;

begin
check_vowels (‘a’);
check _vowels(‘z’);
check_vowels (‘YY’);

end.

Lesson 63: The Set Union Operator
The Pascal set union operator (+) returns the result of combining the elements of
one set expression with the elements of another set expression. Table 6.14 illus-
trates the use of the set union operator.

Table 6.14 The Pascal set union operator

Listing 6.12 displays a short program that illustrates how the Pascal set union
operator is used in an actual program.
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Listing 6.12

{ 1list6-12.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set union
operator }

program set_union_demo;

type
digits = set of ‘0'..’9";

var
setl, set2 : digits;

begin
setl := [0"..’2"];
Sell (uma ror] eget
writeln(*''1’’ in set2 =‘, ‘1’ in set2);
writeln(‘’’3’’ in set2 = *, ‘3’ in set2);
writeln(‘’’5"' in set2 = ‘, ‘5’ in set);

end.

Lesson 64: The Set Difference Operator
The Pascal set difference operator (-) returnsthe result of removing the elements
of a second set expression from a first set expression. Table 6.15 illustrates the
use of the set difference operator.
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Table 6.15 The Pascal set difference operator

Listing 6.13 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the Pascal set differ-
ence operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 6.13

{ 1ist6-13.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set difference
operator }

program set_difference_demo;

type
digits = set of ‘0'..’9";

var
setl, set2 : digits;

begin
setl := [‘0".."2"];
set2 := [‘0’.."9’] - setl;
writeln(*’’1"’ in set2 = “, ‘1’ in set2);
writeln(*’’3’" in set2 = ‘, ‘3’ in set2);
writeln(‘’’5"" in set2 = *‘, ‘5’ in set2);

end.
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Lesson 65: The Set Intersection Operator
The Pascal set intersection operator (*) returns a set that is constructed from the
elements that are common to two set expressions. Table 6.16 illustrates the use
of the set intersection operator.

Table 6.16 The Pascal set intersection operator

Listing 6.14 displays a short program that demonstrates how the Pascal set inter-
section operator is used in an actual program.

Listing 6.14

{ 1ist6-14.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal set intersec-
tion operator }

program set_intersection_demo;

type
digits = set of ‘0’..’9’;

var
setl, set? : digits;

begin
setl := [*0%..”3% 13

set2 := [‘2’..79’] * getl;
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Listing 6.14—Continued

writeln(*’'’1*" in set2 ="*, ‘1° dn. get):
writeln(***3*? in set2 = *, *“3" iin Set2l)y

writeln(**’5°’ in set2 = *, ‘5’ in set2):
end.
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Arrays
Through the first six chapters of this book, you have studied a wide variety of
methods for representing data. Although all of these data types differ from each
other a great deal, they all share one key characteristic in that they can only rep-
resent one piece of data at a time. This chapter demonstrates how numerous
data items of the same data type can all be joined together under one identifier
name by declaring the identifier to be an array.

149
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Lesson 66: A Simple Array
To start off our study of arrays, lets look at the program presented in Listing 7.1.
This simple program shows how a student’s grades could be stored in ten inte-
ger variables. After safely tucking away the student's grades in the variables, the
program figures the sum ofall the grades and uses the result to figure the stu-
dent's grade average.

Listing 7.1

{ 1ist7-1.pas - Figure student’s average no. 1 }

program stud_avg_1;
var

gl, g2, g3, g4, g5, gb, g7, g8, g9, gl0 : inte-
ger;

total, ave : integer;

begin
gl := 90;
g2 1=:89;
g3 := 100;
gh := 97;
g5 o= 85
gb := 99;
g7 := 96;
g8 := 100;
g9 := 94;
gl0 := 100;
total := gl;
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Listing 7.1—Continued

total total + g2;
total total + g3;
total total + g4;
total total + g5;
total total + g6;
total total T+ ‘g7;

total total + g8;
total total + g9;
total total + glO;
ave := total div 10;
writeln(‘The student’’s grade for the course is: *, ave);

end.

Although the above program gets the job done it is obviously very inefficient.
The first of the program’s inefficiencies is the necessity to declare each of the
grade variables individually. As it was previously stated, an array uses only one
identifier for all ofits individual elements. Table 7.1 illustrates how an array is

declared.

Table 7.1 Declaring a Pascal array
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As Table 7.1 shows, the number of elements in an array is defined by either an
ordinal data type or an ordinal subrange. You will find that almost all array
indexes are declared using subranges. The following are some examples of valid
array declarations:

monthly_income : array[l..12] of real;
temperatures : array[-200..200] of integer;

If we wanted to declare an array for the grades in Listing 1, we could use some- i

thing like the following:

g : array[l..10] of integer;
Certainly, declaring the needed variables as an array is preferable to declaring
them as individual variables. However, there is still one remaining problem.
How are the individual elements of an array accessed? Fortunately, the method
for accessing a Pascal array element is really quite simple. Table 7.2 illustrates
how an array element is accessed. As this table shows, the gradesfor the above
example can be accessed as g[1], g[2], g[3], gl4], gl5], gl6], gl71, g[8l, g[9], and
g[10]. Furthermore, operations can be performed on these individual array ele-
ments just like they would be for individually declared integer variables.

Table 7.2 Accessing a Pascal array element

Listing 7.2 presents a modified version of the program that was presented in
Listing 7.1. This version substitutes an integer array for the student’s grades.
Besides showing how much easier it is to declare an array than numerous indi-
vidual variables, Listing 7.2 also demonstrates how the student's total grade can
be figured much more efficiently with a for loop. To accomplish this calculation,
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the program simply employs the loop counter i for the array element index.
Thus, each of the array’s individual elements are added together to form the total.

Listing 7.2

{ 1list7-2.pas - Figure student’s average no. 2 }

program stud_avg_2;
var

grades : array[l..10] of integer;
i, total, ave : integer;

begin
grades [1] := 90;
grades [2] := 89;
grades [3] := 100;
grades [4] := 97;
grades [5] i= 85;
grades [6] := 99;
grades [7] := 96;
grades [8] := 100;
grades [9] := 94;
grades [10] := 100

toa 15 0;
for. di=yr 1 to’ lk de

total := total + grades[i];
ave := total div 10;
writeln( ‘The student’ ’s grade for the course is:

‘, ave);
end.
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Lesson 67: Typed Constant Arrays
Although the program presented in Listing 7.2 is a vast improvement over the
program in Listing 7.1, the program could be even further simplified by declar-
ing the student’s grade array as a typed constant array. Table 7.3 illustrates how
a typed constant array is declared. As this table displays, a typed constant array’s
initial values are declared by surrounding them with parenthesis and separating
them with commas. The following are a few examples of valid type constant
array declarations:

vowels : array[l..5] of char = (‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘0’, ‘u’);
odd_numbers : array[l..5] of integer = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9);

Table 7.3 Declaring a typed constant array

Listing 7.3 demonstrates how the program presented in Listing 7.2 could be fur-
ther modified by declaring the student's grade array as a typed constant. Even a
cursory examination of the program discloses that the use of a typed constant
array eliminates almost all of the assignment statements found in Listing 7.2.
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Listing 7.3

{ 1ist7-3.pas - Figure student’s average no. 3 }

program stud_avg_3;
const

grades : array[l..10] of integer = (90, 89, 100,
97, 85, 995.96,

100, 94, 100);

var
i, total, ave : integer;

begin
totalie= 10;

for~t =1 "te 10 do

total := total + grades[i];
ave;u=:-total .div. 10;
writeln (‘The student’’s grade for the course is:

‘, ave);
end.

Lesson 68: Multi-Dimensional Arrays
Although the short programs presented in this chapter's previous lessons have
been useful for demonstrating how simple arrays are used in the Pascal pro-
gramming language, they are not really true to life. All of these programs have
demonstrated how a student's course average could be figure by totaling the stu-
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dent's scores and then figuring the average score. The only problem with these
programs is the simple fact thatit is very unlikely that a class would ever have
just one student. Consequently, a truly useful program would have to be written
in such a way that it could figure the course averages for a number of students.
Listing 7.4 presents a very simple variation of the previous programs.

Listing 7.4

{ 1ist7-4.pas - Figure student's average no. 4 }

program stud_avg_4;
type

grade_arr = array[l..10] of integer;

const
studentl : gradearr = (90, 89, 100, 97, 85, 99, 96,

100, 94, 100);
student? : grade arr = (B85, 75, 90. 88; 87, 93. 95,

97.99; 100);

var
i, totall, avel, total2, ave2 : integer;

begin
totall := 0;
total? i=.0;
for i := 1 to 10 do

begin
totall := totall + studentl[i];
total? := total2 + student2[i]:
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Listing 7.4

end;
avel w= totalldiv-10;
ave? = total? div 10;
writeln( ‘Student no. 1’’s grade for the course

igi °i. avell)y
writeln (‘Student no. 2’'’s grade for the course

{gt ave);
end.

Essentially, the above program declares a typed constant array for each of the
course’s students. Although the program is functionally correct, it is far from being
the most efficient Pascal program we could write. A much more efficient method
for representing the data in Listing 7.4 would be to define it as a multi-dimensional
array. Table 7.4 illustrates how a multi-dimensional array is declared. Table 7.5
illustrates how a multi-dimensional type constant is declared. Although these illus-
trations both show how a two-dimensional array is declared, multi-dimensional
Pascal arrays are by no means limited to only two dimensions. Indeed, three-
dimensional arrays are quite common in a wide variety of programs.

Table 7.4 Declaring a multi-dimensional array
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Table 7.5 Declaring a multi-dimensional typed constant

As declaring a multi-dimensional array is a simple variation of declaring a single-
dimensional array, accessing a multi-dimensional array element is a slight variation
of the method used to access a single-dimensional array element. Table 7.6 pre-
sents two methods for accessing a multi-dimensional array element. Although both
methods are acceptable, the first method is what most Pascal programmers prefer.

Table 7.6 Accessing a multi-dimensional array element

Listing 7.5 presents a slightly modified version of the program presented in
Listing 7.4. This new version substitutes a multi-dimensional typed constant array
for the two individual student arrays.
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Listing 7.5

{ 1list7-5.pas - Figure student’s average no. 5 }

program stud_avg5;
const

students : array(l..2, 1..10] of integer =

( (90, 89, 100, 97, 85, 99, 96, 100, 94, 100),
(85% 75, 90:88, 87, "98,9537; 99, 100) J+

var
i, totall, total2, avel, ave2 : integer;

begin
totall := 0;

Taalforsdiiis 1 fo 10 do

begin
rorall = totall * studentalilh 1];
total? = total2 + sridentslZ, i];

end;
avel = Totall div 103

ave =Total? div 163

writeln(‘Student no. 1'’s grade for the course
{gi *, -avel)s
writeln(‘Student no. 2’'s grade for the course
fgets aveld)s

end.

Although the above program is a step in the right direction, the use of four
variables to figure the two students’ course average is very wasteful. Listing 7.6
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presents an even simpler version of the program, which uses a nested for loop
to calculate the course averages.

Listing 7.6

{ 1list7-6.pas - Figure student’s average no. 6 }

program stud_avg6;
const

students’: arrayll:.2,:1..101 of integer =

¢-(90,°89,:100,-97,°85, 99, 96, X00. 94, 100).
(85, 75, 90, 88, 87, 93, 95,'97,.99, 100) );

var
i, j, total, ave : integer;

begin
for ds ="1T"ton2 496

begin
total. += 0;
for j := 1 to 10 do

begin
total := total + students[iy jl;

end;
ave <= total div 10;
writeln( ‘Student ne. tpi, 922g grade for
the course is: *‘, ave);

end;
end.
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Lesson 69: Passing Arrays to Procedures and
Functions

To pass an array to a procedure or a function, you must first define a data type
for the array.

The one exception to this is for strings. Strings are nothing more than
a char array. Because they are defined as part of the Pascal program-
ming language, they are already a predefined data type and a new defi-
nition would be unnecessary.

NOTE

Table 7.7 displays how an array data type is defined. As this figure shows, an
array data type is defined just like any other new data type and once it has been
defined can be used to indicate an identifier’s data type.

Table 7.7 Defining an array data type

Listing 7.7 displays a brief program that demonstrates how an array is passed to
a function in an actual Pascal program. Note that by using the var keyword in
the total functions head, the array is passed by reference. Although arrays can
be passed by value, passing an array by value requires Pascal to make a tempo-
rary copy of the array before each procedure call. Not only is this a time con-
suming process, it could easily lead to an out of memory situation. This is partic-
ularly true if the procedure or function is recursive. Consequently, it is almost
always best to pass arrays by reference instead of by value.
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Listing 7.7

{ 1ist7-7.pas - Demonstrate how an array is passed to
a function }

program array_passing demo;

type
list_array = array[l1..10] of integer;

function total(var la : list_array) : integer;
var

i, t : integer;

begin
Eos n0

for d a= 0 10 do

Too ia Tale
total =i.

end;

const
dst Tdstiartay ==<(8, 2, &, 5, 6, F895, 9)

begin
writeln (‘Total for the array is ‘, total(list)):

end.
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Records
In the last chapter, you learned how related data of the same data type can be
conveniently grouped together in an array. Although arrays are a very useful
programming tool, a lot of programs work with data that are related and of dif-
ferent data types. To deal with related data of different types, the Pascal pro-
gramming language offers a user-defined data type called records. Before we
examine the nuts and bolts details of Pascal records, let's first take a look at a
program presented in Listing 8.1. Essentially, this program builds upon the pro-
grams presented in Chapter Seven. Instead ofjust displaying the course averages
for a couple of students though, this new version also displays the students’
names. Obviously, the names and the averages are related data. Yet, they are
represented by vastly different data types.

163
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Listing 8.1

{ 1ist8-1.pas - Nonrecord demonstration }

program nonrecord;

var
namel, name2 : string;
avel, ave? : integer;

begin
namel := ‘John Smith’;
avel := 95;
name? := ‘Jane Doe’;
ave. 1=.98;
writeln(namel, ‘’’s average is a ‘, avel);
writeln(name2, ‘’’s average is a *‘, ave2);

end.

Lesson 70: Records Basics

Thefirst step in using a record in a Pascal program is to define the record’s data
type. Table 8.1 illustrates how a Pascal record is declared. As this figure shows,
the record declaration is constructed from a number offield declarations. Table
8.2 illustrates how a field declaration is defined. This illustration shows that field
declarations are very similar to a normal old variable definition. The following
are some examples of valid Pascal record declarations:

mail item = record
namel, name2, address : string[30];
city : string[15];
state : string(2];
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zdpls; o Btring F509’

zip2 vostring 4]

student = record
name : string;
grades : array[l..10] of integer;

Table 8.1 Declaring a Pascal record type

Table 8.3 displays how a record variable’s field is referred to in an assignment
statement or an expression. As this illustration shows, the field is referred to by
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simply separating the variable’s name and the field’s name with a period (.). The
following are a few examples of valid Pascal record variable field references:

item.namel := ‘John Smith’;
item.address := ‘375 Sleepy Lane’;
sl.name := ‘Jane Doe’;
total := sl.grades[l] + sl.grades[2];

Table 8.3 Record variable field references

Listing 8.2 displays a brief program that demonstrates how the program pre-
sented in Listing 8.1 could be rewritten to take advantage of the Pascal program-
ming language’s support for record data types. Although it is only a very simple
example of how Pascal record types are used in an actual program, it serves the
purpose of clearly showing how related data can be joined together as a single
data entry. Thus, eliminating the necessity of having to use separate variables for
each of the record’s fields.

Listing 8.2

{ 1ist8-2.pas - Record demonstration }

program record_demo;

type
student = record

name : string;
ave : integer;

end;
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Listing 8.2—Continued

var
sl, s2 : student;

begin
sl.name := ‘John Smith’;
sl.ave := 95;
s2.name := ‘Jane Doe’;
s2.ave := 98;
writeln(sl.name, ‘'’'s average is a ‘, sl.ave);
writeln(s2.name, ‘’'’s average is a ‘, s2.ave);

end.

Lesson 71: The With Statement
Although Pascal records are an extremely valuable programming tool, records
with long variable names are hard to work with because of the necessity of hav-
ing to type out the variable name before each of the field names. As an exam-
ple, let's suppose we were to write a mail list program that uses a record type
similar to the following:

list_item = record
name, address : string[30];
citys gtring 15]:
state : stringl[2];
zip 1.&rringl51;

end;

Now let's further suppose that the program uses the following statements to
assign values to a list_item record variable named mail_list_item1:
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mail_list_iteml.name := ‘John Smith’;
mail list_iteml.address := *325 Cherry Tree Lane’;
mail list_iteml.city := ‘Washington’;
mail list_iteml.state := ‘DC’;
mail list iteml.zip := ‘00001’;

Obviously, having to type mail_list_item1 over and over and overis a very
tedious task. Wouldn't it be nice if there was some type of shorthand method for
writing the above assignment statements? As usual, Pascal comes to the rescue
with the with statement. Table 8.4 illustrates how the with statement is used to
eliminate the necessity of having to retype the variable’s name over and over.

‘The following statements show how the with statement can be use to rewrite
the above mail_list_item1 statements:

with mail_list_iteml do

begin
name := ‘John Smith’;
address := ‘325 Cherry Tree Lane’;
city := ‘Washington’;
state i=: BC"
zip := ‘00001;

end;

Now aren't the above statements a whole lot simpler than the previous ones?

Table 8.4 The Pascal with statement
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Listing 8.3 demonstrates how the program presented in Listing 8.2 could be
rewritten to take advantage of the Pascal with statement.

Listing 8.3

{ 1ist8-3.pas - With statement demonstration }

program with_demo;

type
student = record

name : string;
ave : integer;

end;

var
gl, 82 + student;

begin
with sl do

begin
name := ‘John Smith’;
ave = 95;

:

writeln(name, ‘’’'s average is a ‘, ave);
end;
with s2 do

begin
name := ‘Jane Doe’;
ave := 98;
writeln (name, ‘2's average isa. !, ave);

end;
end.
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Lesson 72: Typed Constant Records
As with arrays, Pascal records can be declared as nyped constants to furnish an
easy way for providing records with initial values. Table 8.5 displays how a
typed constant record is declared. As this figure shows, a typed constant is ini-
tialized by specifying initial values for the record variable’s fields. The following
are some examples of valid typed constant record definitions: |

4

|

4

Main St.
|

:

listl : mail = ( name : ‘John Smith’; address : ‘338

Suite C’; city : ‘Somewhere’; state : ‘US’; zip
00000" );

sl : student = ( name : ‘Jane Doe’; grade : 99 );

Table 8.5 Declaring a typed constant record

The program presented in Listing 8.4 demonstrates how the program that was
previously presented in Listing 8.2 could be further modified to utilize typed
constant records. As you can see, the use of typed constant records in this
newer version greatly simplifies how the program is written.
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Listing 8.4

{ 1ist8-4.pas - Typed constant record demonstration }

program type_const_record_demo;

type
student = record

name : string;
ave ! integer;

end;

const
sl : student = (name : ‘John Smith’; ave : 95);
g2 : student = (name : ‘Jane Doe’; ave : 98);

begin
Writeln(sl.name, ‘’’s average is a ‘, sl.ave);
Writeln(s2.name, ‘’’s average is a ‘, s2.ave);

end.

Lesson 73: Record Arrays
Wouldn't it be nice if the Pascal program could use record arrays and arrays for
fields in a program? Fortunately, Pascal fully supports both types ofarrays. Table
8.6 illustrates how an array of records is declared. Obviously, there is really no
difference between this type of declaration and any other array declaration. The
only sticky part with using record arrays in a program is referencing a particular
record field. Table 8.7 shows how a field is referenced in an array of records.
Note how the array index comes before the period (.) and not after the field
name as you might expect.
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f recordsring an array o,Table 8.6 Decla

eld referencesJiTable 8.7 Record array

5 displays a variation of this chapter's previous programs that utilize a
record array to store the student data
Listing 8.
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Listing 8.5

{ 1ist8-5.pas - Demonstrate record arrays }

program record_arrays;

type
student = record

name: string;
ave : integer;

end;

const
class : array[l..2] of student =

( (name : ‘John Smith’; ave : 95),
(name : ‘Jane Doe’: ave : 98) );

begin
writeln(class[1l] .name, ‘’’s average is a °,

class[1l] .ave);
writeln(class[2] .name, ‘’'’s average is a °*

class [2] .ave);
end.

Lesson 74: Field Arrays
As the previous lesson mentioned, Pascal supports field arrays as well as record
arrays. To declare a field as an array, you simply declare the field like any other
array declaration. Table 8.8 illustrates just how a field array is declared. The

proper method for referencing a field element is illustrated in Table 8.9. As you
can see from this illustration, the field element's array index is specified right
after the field's name.
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Table 8.8 Declaring a field array

field identifier:iemai type] = data type;
Where:
field identifier is field's name.
indexpe is anordinali type or ordinal subrange, excepta Longintor Longint subranges.

datatype is the array’s data type.

Table 8.9 Field array references

he identifierfield identier(index]

sarableaaoh the record
\varialsiable’s:name.

field identifier isthe record field name.

index =is thefield array's element number.

Listing 8.6 displays how the programs presented in this chapter and the last
chapter can be rewritten to take advantage of field arrays. Obviously, this pro-
gram is far superior to any of the previous versions. This latest version fully inte-
grates all of the related student data into one nice neat record array.

Listing 8.6

{ 1ist8-6.pas - Demonstrate array fields )

program record_arrays;

ri type
student = record

name : string;
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Listing 8 6—Continued

grades array[l..10] of integer;
end;

const
class array[l..2] of student =

( (name ‘John Smith’;
grades ( 90, 89, 100, 97,85, 99, 96,

100, 94, 100) ),
(name ‘Jane Doe’;
grades ( 85, 75, 90, 88, 87, 93, 95,

97, 99, 100) ) );

var
i, j, total, ave integer;

begin
For diem 1 Teigiido

begin
total. = 0;
for=9 += 1 to. 10 de

total := total + class[i].grades[j];
ave := total div 10;

writeln(class[i] .name, ‘’’'s average is a
‘, ave);

end;
end.
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Variant Records
In the last chapter, you learned what a useful programming tool a Pascal record

type can be. This chapter continues with our study of Pascal records by present-
ing the variant record. As its name implies, the variant record is able to vary its

fields depending on the type of data to be stored. Although this may sound
rather strange, you will soon see what a useful and powerful programming tool
the variant record can be.

:

177
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Lesson 75: Variant Records
To better understand the power of Pascal variant records, let's first take a look at
the program presented in Listing 9.1. Essentially, this program displays a short
faculty/student list for a rather small college. The chief thing to note about this
program is how it needs two record types: one for a faculty member and one for
a member of the student body. Obviously, a record for a faculty member needs
vastly different data than a record for a student.

Listing 9.1

{ 1ist9-1.pas - Display faculty/student list without
variant records}
program disp_listl;

type
class_type = ( freshman, sophomore, junior,
senior );
faculty = record

name -:. string:
age : integer;
salary : real;
years : integer;

end;
student = record

name : string;
age : integer;
average : real;
class : class_type;

end;
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Listing 9.1—Continued

const
Fifer: array[l..2] of faciley =

{ (name :. “John Smith's &ge : 53; salary
33500; years : 157,

(name : ‘Jane Doe’; age : 45; salary
335004 years 5.14) 1):

glist. array[l..2] of student =

( (name : ‘Calvin Doe’; age : 20; average
3:96; cldsg ¢ojuniords

(name : ‘Sue Smith’; age i 22; -dverage
4.0% class: genio) );

var
i : integer;

begin
fori i= 1 toe.2.do

with f_1list[i] do

writeln (name, * °‘, age,
galarysi8:2, ‘, years)

for i i=. "%t6 2 do

with s_1list[i] do

begin
write (name, * ‘, age, ‘, aver-

age didi tn
case class of

freshman
writeln (‘Freshman’);
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Listing 9.1—Continued

sophomore writeln (‘Sophomore’) ;

junior writeln (‘Junior’);
senior:writeln(‘Senior’);

end;
end;

end.

Although the above program certainly gets the job done, wouldn't it be nice if
the faculty and student records could be combined into one record type? Of
course, we could always use something like the following:

fs_rec = record
name string;
age integer;
salary real;
years integer;
average real;
class class_type;

end;

Whereas the above record type would work, it would obviously waste an enor-
mous amount of space. After all, you wouldn't need to store a grade point aver-
age or classfor a faculty member or a salary or number of years employed for a
student. This type of data handling requirementis ideally suited for a variant
record. Not only can the two record types be combined, but a variant record
requires only as much memory as the largest individual record that it is con-
structed from. Table 9.1 illustrates how a variant record is declared.
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Table 9.1 Declaring a variant record

Listing 9.2 displays how the program presented in Listing 9.1 could be modified
to take advantage of Pascal's variant records. The chief thing to note about this

program is it's use of the tag identifier fs in the fs_rec variant record type. By

setting this record field to indicate the type of data stored in the variant record, it
is an extremely easy task to extract and properly display each of the variant
record’s appropriate values. Without fs, it would be impossible to know what

type of data is stored in the variant record and how it is properly handled.
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Listing 9.2

{ 1ist9-2.pas - Display faculty/student list with
variant records)
program disp_listl;

type
fs_type = ( faculty, student );
class_type = ( freshman, sophomore, junior,
senior ); :

fs rec = redord
name 4°. string;
age : integer;
cage fs: fs type of

faculty : (salary. real: years
integer; );
student : ( average : real; class
class_type);

end;

const
list ; array[l..4l of ifsirec =

( (name. :: “Jolin-Smith?; age : 53; fs
faculty; salary i. 33500:

years : 15),
(name-: ‘Jane Doe’; age : 45; fs

faculty; salary : 33500;

years : 14),
(name : ‘Calvin Doe’; age : 20; fs : student; average
3.76;

class : junior),
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Listing 9.2—Continued

(name : 'Sue Smith'; age : 22; fs : stu-
dent; average : 4.0;

class : senior) );

var
i © integer:

begin
for 1 := 1 to 4 do

with list[i] do

if fs = faculty then
writeln(name, ' ', age, ' ',

salary:8:2, ' ', years)
else
begin

write (names gage, oY,
averages 4:2, NY);

case class of
freshman

writeln('Freshman') ;

sophomore
writeln('Sophomore"') ;

junior
writeln('Junior"');

senior
writeln('Senior');

end;
end;

end.
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Chapter

Pointers
In this chapter, we examine one of the Pascal programming language's most
important features called pointers. Essentially, pointers point to a data value. For
example, an integer pointer would point to an integer value, a real pointer
would point to a real value, etc. Besides pointing to data values, a pointer can
also point to a procedure or a function. Although pointers may not sound all

that special, they are indeed one of Pascal’s most significant features.
Consequently, all Pascal programmers should be well acquainted with how
pointers are declared and how they are used in actual Pascal programs.

185
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Lesson 76: Simple Pointers

As with all other types of data, a Pascal pointer must be declared before it is

used in a program. Table 10.1 displays how a Pascal pointer is declared. The fol-
lowing are some examples of valid pointer declarations:

intlptr, int2ptr : “integer;
nameptr : “string;
AmountPtr + *Regl ;

Table 10.1 Declaring a Pascal pointer

You should note that a pointer declaration is much like a normal variable decla-
ration in that there is no initial value assigned to the pointer. Therefore, results
are unpredictable if a pointer is used without first initializing it. A pointer can be
initialized in one of three ways: assign to the pointer an address of the proper
data type, assign to the pointer the value of another pointer of the same data
type, or assign to the pointer the special value nil.

Assigning a pointer the value of an address of a data value is displayed in
Table 10.2. As this table shows, either the Pascal @ operator or addr function
can be used to assign the address of the data value to the pointer. It really
doesn’t make a difference which method is used because they both perform the
same task.

gaye

cd

Sl

Sa

ee
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Table 10.2 Assigning a variable’s address to a pointer

tifier :=@ variable identifier;

fier :=addr(variable identifier;

dentifier is te pointer $ identifier

identifier is the identifier of the variabl2, tions address|is
assignedtothe pointer. Note: Bothv ria eidentifier

anihie identifier nin be ofthesame dataLopes:

Assigning the value of one pointer to another is displayed in Table 10.3. As this
table shows, assigning one pointer to another is just like assigning the value of

one variable to another.

Table 10.3 Assigning one pointer to another

=pointer identifier;

is a previously declared pointer identifier.

Assigning the value nil to a pointer is displayed in Table 10.4. Essentially, nil is

used to indicate a pointer that has no special meaning. Therefore, it's almost
always a good idea to set a pointer that doesn’t have a meaning to nil. That

way, the program can check for a nil pointer before it carries out a meaningless
operation on an unassigned pointer.

Table 10.4 Assigning nil to a pointer

pointer identifier := nil;

oi ter identifier is a previously defined pointer identifier.
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Although all ofthis material about pointers is interesting, you're probably won-
dering just how the data value that a pointer is pointing to is actually accessed.
Well, it’s so simple it's almost ridiculous. You simply add a A to the end of the
pointer’s identifier. This tells Pascal to treat the pointer identifier as a variable
identifier for the data value that the pointer is pointing to. The following are a
few examples of pointers being used to retrieve and store data values:

intptr? i= 35 div count;
intresult as dntperl + 53

Listing 10.1 displays a brief program that demonstrates how Pascal pointers are
declared and used in an actual program.

Listing 10.1

{ 1ist10-1.pas - Simple pointers demo }

program simple_ pointers;

var
intptr ¢ Ydntegery

il, 42 : dnteger:

begin
11 = 1;
42, =. 2;

intpte += @il;
writeln(‘intptr® is ‘, intptr”, * and so isn’’t *, il);
intptr® = 12;
writeln(‘Now intptr has changed il to *, il);

end.
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Lesson 77: Array and Record Pointers

Besides supporting pointers to simple variables, Pascal also supports array and
record pointers. Table 10.5 displays how an array element is referenced by an
array pointer and Table 10.6 illustrates how a record field is referenced by a
record pointer. As with a simple variable reference, a pointer reference to either
an array element or a record field is performed by putting a A after the pointer’s
identifier.

Table 10.5 Array pointer referencing

pointer identifierA[index]

Where:

pointer identifier is the array pointer’s identifier.

index is a valid element number.

Table 10.6 Record pointer referencing

pointer identifierA.field identifier

Where:

pointer identifier is the record pointer’s name.

fieldidentifier is the field name.

Listing 10.2 displays a brief program that shows how an array pointer is used in

an actual Pascal program. Essentially, this program initializes an array by using
an array pointer to store the elements’ values. Once stored, the appropriate val-

ues are displayed by accessing them with normal array element referencing
methods.
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Listing 10.2

{ 1ist1l0-2.pas - Array pointers }

program array_pointers;

type
intarray = array[l..10] of integer;

var
igptr-vy Pintarray;
ia i: dintarray;
i : integer;

begin
laptr = @ia:

for dws loko 10.7do

Taped e=1
for 1 += 1Tto lll do

wiltelil als, ds Flas ee aad].
end.

Listing 10.3 displays a brief listing that demonstrates how a record pointer is
used in a Pascal program. Similar to the above array pointer demonstration pro-
gram, this program initializes a record by using a record pointer to assign the
initial values to the record's fields. Once the appropriate values are assigned,
they are displayed by using the normal Pascal record field referencing methods.
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Listing 10.3

{ 1ist10-3.pas - Record pointers }

program record_pointers;

type
maillist = record

name, address, city,
end;

var
mlptr "maillist;
item maillist;

begin
mlptr := addr (item);
mlptr”.name := ‘John Smith’;
mlptr”.address :=

mlptr®.city := ‘Somewhere’;

miptri.stgte = “US':

miptet zip = 200001"
writeln( ‘Name: aden
writeln(‘Address: ‘, item.
writeln (‘City So dem.
writeln (‘State ‘, item.
writeln (‘Zip Ye EE

end.

‘Wels 57 ElriST a

state, zip string;

name) ;

address) ;

ed tp)
state);
Zip)
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Lesson 78: Procedure and Function Pointers

Now that we have explored how pointers can be used to manipulate simple vari-
ables, array variables, and records, it’s time to take a look at how they can be
used with procedures and functions. Before we continue with our pointer discus-
sion, you must understand procedure and function variables. Essentially, a proce-
dure or a function variable is a variable that can hold the address of a procedure
or function. With the address of a procedure or function safely tucked away in a
procedure or function variable, they can be called appropriately by simply using
the procedure or function variable’s identifier in place of their name.

Although procedure and function variables don’t really sound all that special
at first glance, they are an extremely powerful programming tool. Let's suppose
you were writing a program that required different routines to be called depend-
ing upon a variety of conditions. Youcould always write a convoluted decision
making statement to handle the different circumstances, but it's much easier to
just modify a procedure or function variable when a certain condition occurs.
That way, a single procedure or function call could handle all of the circum-
stances that can arise in a program.

To be able to declare a procedure or function variable in a program, a data
type for the variable must first be defined. Table 10.7 displays how a procedure
data type is defined and Table 10.8 illustrates how a function data type is
defined. Basically, the data type is defined with a procedure or function head
that doesn’t have an identifier. Once an appropriate data type has been defined,
a procedure or function variable is declared just like any other variable. They
can be declared as simple variables, array variables, record fields, etc.

Table 10.7 Defining a procedure data type

ata type identifier= procedure(parameter list); —
Jentifier is the data type’s name.

ter ist
~~

isalist of arguments to bepassedto the procedure.
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Table 10.8 Defining a function data type

type T oe ee. - type identifierae list) : return type;

data: type
s

identilierr a the data type's name.
parameter|list . is a list of arguments tobepassedto the function,

; returnbe Ee return value’sdata type.

Before a procedure or function variable can be used to call a procedure or a

function, an initial value must be assigned to it. Table 10.9 displays how a pro-
cedure’s or function's address is assigned to a variable. As this figure shows, an
@ operator must be used before the procedure or function variable’s name.
Without the @ operator, Pascal would try to execute the procedure or function
contained in the procedure or function variable. Obviously, an attempt to call

the routine in an unassigned procedure or function variable is unacceptable.

Table 10.9 Procedure and function variable assignments

@ variable identifier:= @ procedure identifier;

or
@ variable identifier := @ function identifier;

Where: Covariable identifier is the procedure or functionvariable’s name.

procedure identifier is the procedure’s name.

function identifier is the function's name.

Listing 10.4 displays a program that demonstrates how procedure variables could
be used in an actual Pascal program to build a rather simple menu system. As

you can see from this program, procedure and function variables can be quite
effective for building a menu system. If a menu item needs to be changed due
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to a condition in the program, the new routine’s address can simply be assigned
to the appropriate procedure variable. Thus, permitting the program to quickly
and efficiently modify itself due to a change in current conditions.

Listing 10.4

{ 1istl0-4.pas - Procedure and function variables demo }

program proc_and_func_vars;

uges crt;

procedure ml;
begin

writeln (‘This is menu item 1°’);

end;

procedure m2;

begin
writeln(‘This is menu item 2°’);

end;

procedure m3;

begin
writeln (‘This is menu item 3’);

end;

procedure m4;

begin
writeln( ‘This is menu item 4°);

end;

procedure m5;

begin
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end.

while true do

Listing 10.4—Continued

halt;
end;

type
proc = procedure;

var
menuprocs : array[l..5] of proc;
key : integer;

begin
@menuprocs[l] := @ml;

@menuprocs [2] := @m2; ,

@menuprocs [3] := @m3;

@menuprocs [4] := @m&;

@menuprocs [5] := @m5;

begin
writeln(*‘[1]...Menu Item # 1°);
writeln(* [2]... Menu Item # 2°);
writeln(*[3]...Menu Item # 3°);
writeln(‘[4]...Menu Item # 4°);
writeln(*[5]...Exit The Program’):
repeat

key := integer (readkey);
until (key > 48) and (key < 54);
menuprocs [key - 48];

end;
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Now that you know how a menu system can be built using procedure vari-
ables, let's see how the same system can be built using pointers. To assign a
procedure’s or a function’s address to a pointer, it is first necessary to define a
pointer with a data type of pointer. Essentially, a pointer pointer has no real
data type and can hold a pointer for anything. Table 10.10 displays how a
pointer pointer is declared. As this table shows, a pointer pointer is declared
just like any other pointer.

Table 10.10 Declaring a pointer pointer

Table 10.11 displays how a procedure’s or a function’s address is assigned to a
pointer pointer. Unlike procedure and function variable assignments, a pointer
pointer assignment doesn’t require the @ operator before the pointer’s identifier.
The reason for this is because the address is being assigned to a generic pointer;
therefore, there is no way Pascal could possibly confuse a pointer pointer with
a function call.

Table 10.11 Assigning a procedure orfunction address to a pointer
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Listing 10.5 displays a modified version of the program that was presented in

Listing 10.4. Instead of using procedure variables to implement the menu system,
this newer version uses pointers to accomplish the same task. The chief thing to
note about this program is how typecasting is used to perform the actual proce-
dure calls. Without casting the pointer to a procedure call, Pascal would assume
that an assignment statement was being constructed and would generate an
unintended error.

Listing 10.5

{ 1istl0-5.pas - Procedure and function pointers demo }

program proc_and_func_ptrs;

uses crt;

procedure ml;

begin
writeln(‘This is menu item 1°);

end;

procedure m2;

begin
writeln(‘This is menu item 2°);

end;

procedure m3;

begin
writeln(‘This is menu item 3°);

end;
procedure mé&;

begin
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Listing 10.5—Continued

end;

end;

type

var

begin

begin

writeln (‘This is menu item 4’);

procedure m5;

halt;

proc = procedure;

menuprocs
key : integer;

menuprocs [1]

menuprocs [2]

[3]

menuprocs [4]

[5]

menuprocs

menuprocs
while true do

begin
writeln(*[
writeln(*[
writeln(®
writeln(*

= @ml;

@m2 ;

@m3;

@ms ;

@m5 ;

1]...Menu
2]...Menu

[3]...Menu
[4]...Menu

array[l..5] of pointer;

Item # 1°);
Item # 2°);
Item # 3°);
Item # 4°);

oe

aa
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Listing 10.5—Continued
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end.
end;

writeln(*[5]...Exit The Program’);
repeat

key := integer (readkey) ;

until (key > 48) and (key < 54);

proc (menuprocs [key - 48]);
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Chapter

Dynamic Memory
Management
Now that we know everything there is to know about Pascal pointers, let's
examine one of their most important uses. Throughout all of the previous chap-
ters, we have been limited to using variables that are already declared in the
program. When the program is compiled, Pascal automatically sets aside a place
in the computer's memory to store the variables contents. Although all of this is

well and good, often the Pascal programmer can’t possibly know what a pro-
gram’s data requirements are until the program is actually run. To allow the
Pascal programmer to write programs that can expand or contract their data
space, Pascal provides a number of useful dynamic memory management rou-
tines. These routines can be used to allocate and deallocate memory for either a

single data object or an entire block of memory.
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Lesson 79: Allocating and BreBtiscaling Single
Data Objects
The obvious first place to begin our study of dynamic memory management is
to examine how single data objects are allocated and deallocated. To allocate a
data object, the Pascal programmer uses the new procedure. Table 11.1 illus-
trates how the new procedure is used. As this table illustrates, a pointer is

passed as the new procedure’s only argument. When the new procedure
returns to the calling program, the pointer points to a memory location of the
same size as the pointer’s data type.

Table 11.1 Allocating memory with themew procedure

new(pointer);
Where:

pointer is a pointer to the allocated memory area.

To deallocate a previously allocated data object, the Pascal programmer uses the
dispose procedure. Table 11.2 illustrates how the dispose procedure is used.
Like the new procedure, the dispose procedure requires a single pointer argu-
ment. Essentially, the dispose procedure releases the pointer’s previously allo-
cated memory area. Once released, the deallocated memory area is available to
be used by other dynamic memory management calls.

Table 11.2 Deallocating memory with the dispose procedure

dispose(pointer);
Where:
pointer is a pointer to a previously allocated memory area.

Listing 11.1 displays a short program, which demonstrates how the new and
dispose procedures are used to dynamically allocate and deallocate memory.
Essentially, the program allocates space for an integer data object, assigns a
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value to the data object, displays the data object's value, and releases the data
object's allocated memory area. As you can see from this program, allocating
and deallocating dynamic memory is really quite simple.

Listing 11.1

{ 1istll-1.pas - Demonstrate allocating/deaflocating a
single object }

program alloc_dealloc;

var
int_ptr : “integer;

begin
new (int_ptr) ;

1apert ima
writeln(‘int_ptr” = *, dint_ptr”);
dispose (int_ptr);

end.

Lesson 80: Allocating and Deallocating Blocks of
Memory
Being able to allocate and deallocate a single data object is a very useful pro-
gramming tool. It isn’t very helpful if the Pascal programmer wants to dynami-
cally allocate and deallocate memory for an array that varies in size during the
life of the program. To fill this need, the Pascal programming language provides
the getmem and freemem procedures. As its name implies, the getmem pro-
cedure gets (or allocates) a block of dynamic memory. Table 11.3 displays how
the getmem procedure is used in a Pascal program. Like the new procedure,
the getmem procedure requires a pointer argument to return a pointer to the
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allocated memory. The getmem procedure also requires that the Pascal program
specify the number of bytes to be allocated. The most convenient way to specify
the number of allocation bytes is to use Pascal's sizeof function. Table 11.4 dis-
plays how the sizeof function is used. Essentially, the sizeof function returns
the size in bytes for any previously defined data type. Consequently, the number
of bytes required for a 100 element integer array could be specified with the fol-
lowing expression:

100 * sizeof(integer)

Table 11.3 Allocating a memory block with getmem

As a compliment to the getmem procedure, the freemem procedure deallo-
cates a previously allocated memory block. Table 11.5 displays how the
freemem procedure is used in a Pascal program. As with the getmem proce-
dure, the freemem procedure requires a pointer to the memory block and the
block's size in bytes.
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Table 11.5 Deallocating memory with thefreemem procedure

Listing 11.2 displays a program that demonstrates how the Pascal getmem and
freemem procedures are used to dynamically allocate and deallocate memory.
One thing to note about this program is the use of the constant max_ints in the
int_array data type definition. Essentially, max_ints represents the maximum
number of elements in an integer array. By defining an array data type with
max_ints as the largest element, an int_array pointer can be used to point to
an integer array of any size. This method can be easily adapted for any Pascal
data type by substituting the desired data type in the constant declaration’s
sizeof function.
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- Listing 11.2

blocks }

program alloc_dealloc;

const
max_ints = 65520 div sizeof (integer);

type
int_array = array([l..max_ ints] of integer;

var
i : integer;
int wpEerss “nt. array;

begin
getmem(int_ptr, 10 * sizeof (integer));
for + := 1 to 10 de

int pteA [HH] ox dy

for 4 = 1 to 10 do

writeln(*int_pte?[*, i, ‘1 =~,
int_ptrr[i]);

freemem(int_ptr, 10 * sizeof (integer));
end.

{ 1istll-2.pas - Demonstrate allocating/deallocating
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Chapter

Units
As you write more and more Pascal programs, you will find that many of the
procedures and functions you create for a program are the same as ones you've
used in other programs. Instead of re-inventing the wheel each time you write a

program, you can collect all of your most often used routines together into a
Pascal library called a unit. Throughout this book the example programs have
used a number of procedures and functions that come with Turbo Pascal. The
majority of these routines are contained in Pascal’s default unit called system.
Other units included with Turbo Pascal are crt, dos, printer, graph, graph3, over-
lay, and turbo3. Besides teaching you how to use these already supplied units
with your own programs, this chapter shows how you can develop your own
units to simplify your future programming tasks.
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Lesson 81: The Uses Statement
To use a unit in a program, the unit's name must be specified in a uses state-
ment. Table 12.1 displays how a uses statement is constructed. As this table
illustrates, the name of the unit (or units) is declared after the uses keyword.
Once its name has been specified in a uses statement, all of the unit's proce-
dures and functions are at the Pascal programmer's disposal.

Table 12.1 The Pascal uses statement

is the Pascal unit's name. More than one unit may be
specified by separating their names with commas.

Listing 12.1 displays a simple program that demonstrates how the crt unit is
used in an actual Pascal program. Although it only clears the screen and centers
a message on the top display line, it serves the purpose of demonstrating how
the Pascal uses statement is utilized.

Listing 12.1

{ 1istl2-1.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal uses statement }

program uses_demo;

uses crt;

begin
clrscr;
gotoxy (28, 1);
writeln (‘This Message Is Centered!’);

end.
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Lesson 82: Creating a Pascal Unit

Now that we know how a unit is used with a Pascal program, let's turn our
attention to the nuts and bolts details of actually writing a unit. Figure 12.2 illus-

trates the structure of a Pascal unit. As a program starts with a program state-
ment, a unit starts with a unit statement. The chief purpose of the unit state-
ment is to simply assign a name to the unit. Figure 12.2 also illustrates how a
unit statement is constructed.

The second part of a Pascal unit is the interface section. The interface sec-
tion is used to declare any variables, constants, data types, etc. that you want the
main Pascal program to be able to use. Additionally, the interface section
includes procedure and function prototypes for any of the unit's procedures and
functions that can be called by the main Pascal program.

The third portion of a Pascal unit is the implementation section. The
implementation section is used to declare any variables, constants, data types,

etc. that won't be accessible to the main Pascal program. The implementation
section also includes definitions for both private procedures and functions and
any procedures and functions that were made public by specifying their proto-
types in the interface section.

The final section of a Pascal unit is the initialization code. This code is con-
tained in a begin..end block just like the program’s main body. Additionally, the
initialization code block uses a period (.) to signify the end of the unit instead of
a semicolon (3). Essentially, any program statements contained in the initializa-
tion code will be executed before the main Pascal program is executed. For
example, a serial communications unit might have an initialization section that
quite literally initializes the serial interface.
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Table 12.2 The structure ofa Pascal unit

Listing 12.2, uplow.pas, presents a short unit, which clearly demonstrates how a
Pascal unit is actually constructed. The chief things to note from this listing is
how the two public procedures’ (uppercase and lowercase) prototypes are
defined in the unit's interface section and how an empty begin..end block is

specified for the unit's initialization code. If you examine the unit's code, you
will quickly deduce that the unit's uppercase procedure converts strings to all

uppercase and the unit's lowercase procedure converts strings to all lowercase.
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Listing 12.2

{ uplow.pas - Demonstrate how a Pascal unit is written ]

unit uplow;

interface

procedure uppercase(var s : string);
procedure lowercase(var s : string);

implementation

const
offset = integer(‘a’) - integer (‘A’);

function testupper(c : char) : boolean;
begin

if (c >= ‘A’) and (c <= ‘Z’) then
testupper := true

else
testupper := false;

end;

function testlower(c : char) : boolean;
begin

if (¢ >= ‘a’) and (c <= ‘z’) then
testlower := true

else
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Listing 12.2—Contimued

testlower := false;
end;

procedure uppercase(var s : string);
var

3 integer;

begin
for i := 1 to length(s) do

if testlower(s[i]) then
gli] := char (integer(s{i]) - offset):

end;

procedure lowercase(var s : string);
var

i integer;

begin
for 1 := 1 to length(s) do

if testupper(s[i]) then
s[i] := char(integer(s[i]) + off-

set) ;

end;

begin
end.
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Listing 12.3 presents a short program, which demonstrates how the uplow unit
is used in an actual program. As with any of Pascal's supplied units, uplow is

made accessible to the main Pascal program by specifying its name in a uses
statement. With the string conversion statements available in the uplow unit, the
demonstration program simply converts a string of lowercase characters to
uppercase and a string of uppercase characters to lowercase.

Listing 12.3

{ 1istl2-3.pas - uplow demonstration program }

program uplow_demo;

uses uplow;

-var
sl, «892 srogteing

begin
sl := ‘this will be converted to all uppercase’:
s2 := ‘THIS WILL BE CONVERTED TO ALL LOWERCASE’;

uppercase (sl);
lowercase (s2);
writeln(sl);
writeln(s2);

end.
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Lesson 83: Identifiers with the Same Name
Sooner or later you are boundto write a program that has an identifier with the
same name as one used in a unit. Obviously, two (or more) identifiers with the
same name can lead to some very unexpected results if they aren't handled
properly. Fortunately, Pascal provides a very simple solution to work around
identifier name conflicts. Table 12.3 illustrates how a unit's identifier can be dis-
tinguished from an identifier either in the main program or another unit. As this
figure shows, this task is accomplished by simply preceding the identifier with
it's corresponding unit name. Just think of the unit as a big record and the iden-
tifier as one ofthe record’s field names.

Table 12.3 Conflicting identifier references

unit name.identifier

Where:

unit name is the name of the identifier’s unit.

identifier is the conflicting identifier.

Listing 12.4 presents a short program, which demonstrates how conflicting iden-
tifiers are referenced in a Pascal program. This program makes use of the uplow
unit, which was presented earlier in this chapter. To provide a conflicting identi-
fier, the program in Listing 12.4 defines a new uppercase procedure, which
simply changes each character in a string to an * To use the uppercase proce-
dure in uplow, the program references the procedure as uplow.uppercase.
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Listing 12.4

{ 1listl2-4.pas - Demonstrate how conflicting identi-
fiers are referenced }

program conflict_ident;

uses uplow;

procedure uppercase(var s : string);
var

i : integer;

begin
for i := 1 to length(s) do

lel #0;
end;

var

begin

end.

teststring : string;

teststring := ‘I’’m a test string!’;
writeln(‘teststring = ‘, teststring);
uplow.uppercase(teststring);
writeln(‘teststring = ‘, teststring);
uppercase (teststring) ;

writeln(‘teststring = ‘, teststring);
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Working with Strings
Although numeric data types are very important to the Pascal programmer, string
data is probably the single most important data type the Pascal programmer is

called upon to handle. To assist in manipulating string data, the Pascal program-
ming language provides five very important string-related functions and proce-
dures. This chapter will introduce the Pascal programmer to these five essential
procedures and functions.
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Lesson 84: The String Concatenation Function
Like the Pascal string concatenation operator (+) the Pascal string concatenation
function, concat, combines one or more strings and returns the resulting string.
Table 13.1 illustrates how the concat function is used. As you can see from this
illustration, the concat function is very simple to use. Let's suppose a program
had an expression of ‘string one’ + ‘string two’. The same expression could be
rewritten as concat(‘string one’, ‘string two”).

Table 13.1 The Pascal concat function

concat(string expressions);
Where: =string expressions are one or more string expressions

separated by a comma.

Listing 13.1 presents a short program, which demonstrates how the Pascal con-
cat function is used in an actual program. You will note from this listing that
the program simply concatenates two strings together with both the string con-
catenation operator and the string concatenation function. As you will see by
running the program, both methods for concatenating strings will return the
same result.
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Listing 13.1

{ 1listl3-1.pas - Demonstrate the. Pascal concat function }

program concat_demo;
;

var
gl 82, rl; v2 wigErings

begin
gb awe This dscatrdsg ido *3

orp = Phdhehed gd'gbd rg 278
writeln (“slg =, gl F. ga)
writeln(*concat (sl, 82) = ‘| coneatlal, mii;

“end.

Lesson 85: The Pascal Copy Function

A lot of string manipulations require extracting a portion of one string to form
another string. To perform such an operation, the Pascal programming language
provides the copy function. Figure 13.2 shows how the copy function is used in

a Pascal program. As this figure illustrates, the copy function returns a specified
number of characters starting at a specified character position. If the specified
character position exceeds the length of the string, then the copy function will

return a null string. If the specified number of characters plus the specified char-
acter position exceeds the length of the string, only the remaining string charac-
ters will be returned.
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Table 13.2 The Pascal copy function

erof characters);

charactersto be extracted.

Listing 13.2 presents a brief program that demonstrates how the copy function is
used in an actual Pascal program. To demonstrate this task, the program simply
extracts and displays a person’s first name. As you can see from this short exam-
ple, the Pascal copy function can be a very powerful tool for extracting a more
pertinent piece of data from a large one.

Listing 13.2

{ 1istl13-2.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal copy function }

program copy_demo;

var
name, first : string;

begin
name := ‘John S. Doe’

first := copy(name, 1, 4);
writeln (‘First Name: *‘, first);

end.
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Lesson 86: The Pascal Delete Procedure

Quite often a portion of a string must be removed in order to form a shorter
string. The Pascal programming language provides a procedure called delete
for performing just such an operation. Table 13.3 illustrates how the delete pro-
cedure is used. As this table shows, the delete procedure simply removes a
specified number of characters starting at a specified character position. If the
character position is larger than the string’s length, then nothing will be
removed from the string. If the number of characters plus the character position
exceeds the length of the string, only the actual number of remaining string
characters will be removed.

Table 13.3 The Pascal delete function

ing, character position, number of characters);

Listing 13.3 presents a short program that illustrates how the delete procedure is

used in an actual Pascal program. To demonstrate how the delete procedure
works, the program simply removes the middle initial from a person’s name.
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Listing 13.3

{ 1istl13-3.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal delete procedure }

program delete demo;

var
sg ostrings

begin
g #=-"John §.- Doe"

delete(s, 6, 3);
writeln(s);

end.

Lesson 87: The Pascal Insert Procedure
Although the delete procedure is certainly handy for removing unwanted char-
acters from a string, whatif the program requires characters to be inserted into a
string? To provide for this very important task of inserting one string into
another, the Pascal programming language offers the insert procedure. Figure
13.4 illustrates how the insert procedure is used. As this figure shows, the
insert procedure simply inserts a source string into a destination string starting
at a specified character position. If the resulting string’s length is greater than
255 characters, the string result is truncated (chopped offat the right).

Table 13.4 The Pascal insert procedure

. insert(source stri ng, destination string, character poslticig
:

Where: ha
sourcestring is thestring to beoe

destination string is the string where the source stri ng is inserted.
character position isthe starting character position where the

~
source is inserted.
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Listing 13.4 presents a short demonstration program that illustrates how the
Pascal insert procedure is used in an actual program. This program demon-
strates the insertion task by simply inserting a middle initial into a name string.

Listing 13.4

{ 1istl3-4.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal insert procedure }

program insert_demo;

var
s : string;

begin
g := ‘John Doe’;
dmmert(e SS. 8, 5)
writeln(s);

end.

Lesson 88: The Pascal Pos Position

One of the most important string-handling routines for any program is a routine
to perform string searches. To assist in implementing a string search routine, the
Pascal programming language provides the pos function. Table 13.5 illustrates
how the pos function is used. As this figure shows, the pos function searches
for one string in another. If the string is found in the string to be searched, the

pos function returns the search string’s starting character position in the string to
be searched. Otherwise, the pos function returns a value of 0 to indicate the
search string wasn’t found.
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Table 13.5 The Pascalpos function

Listing 13.5 presents a brief program that demonstrates how the pos function is
used in an actual Pascal program. To demonstrate how the Pascal pos function
works, the program simply searches for a person’s middle initial in a name string
and displays the result.

Listing 13.5

{ 1istl3-5.pas - Demonstrate the Pascal pos function )

program pos_demo;

var
s 1 8Erifg:

begin
Sam John. 8s Doel;
writeln(*’'§."" ig located at character position

bpegltS Flos)
end.
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Console Input/Output
So far, we have closely examined many of the Pascal programming language's
wide range of features. However, we have yet to take a look at how data can be

input and output from a program. These next few chapters are devoted to
explaining just how data is input and output with the Pascal programming lan-

guage. This chapter explains how data is input and output from the console
(keyboard and video display).
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Lesson 89: The Write and Writeln Procedures
As their name implies, the Pascal write and writeln procedures are used to per-
form data output. The only real difference between the two procedures is what
happens after they finish writing the actual data. The write procedure does
absolutely nothing after it has sent data to the output device. After sending data
to the output device, the writeln procedure sends a new line (carriage
return/line feed combination) to the output device. Table 14.1 displays how the
write and writeln procedures are used in a Pascal program. As this tables dis-
plays shows, each argument for a write or writeln procedure is a data item.
This data item can be either a constant or a variable. Multiple arguments can be
specified by separating them with commas. When executed, the write or
writeln procedures simply display the data items’ values in the order they
appear in the argument list.

Table 14.1 Using thewrite andwriteln procedures for console output

‘write(argum.tlist); ol

‘writeln(argument list);

argumentlist is ist ofone or more data items. A dataitem can
beaconstantor a variable. Multiple data items are

separated by commas.
!

a
Listing 14.1 presents a short Pascal program, which demonstrates how the write
and writeln procedures are used in an actual program. Essentially, the program
displays a string and two integer values with the write procedure first and then
the same data items with the writeln procedure. By displaying the same exact
data items with the two different procedures, the program clearly shows how
the writeln procedure differs from the write procedure by generating a new
line after displaying its arguments.
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Listing 14.1

{ 1istl4-1.pas - Demonstrate the write and writeln
procedures }

program write_writeln_demo;

var
11, “42° + Integer;

begin
did 2s 1 8
$2 a= 33
write (‘See the difference between write and

wiiteln'):;
wrdte(il, i2):
writeln;
writeln(‘See the difference between write and

writeln?®)
weateln til, 492);

end.

Lesson 90: The Read and Readln Procedures

As the write and writeln procedures provide the means to send data to the
console, the Pascal read and readln procedures input data from the console.
Similar to the differences between the write and writeln procedures, the read
and readln procedures differ slightly in the way they function. The read proce-
dure only reads the input until its data arguments have been filled. Any remain-
ing data is used by the next read procedure. The readln procedure keeps read-
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ing data until a new line is encountered. If any data remains after the readin
procedure’s data arguments have been filled, the remaining data is ignored.
When entering data with the read and readln procedures, each data entry item
must be separated by a space, tab, or carriage return.

Table 14.2 displays how the read and readln procedures are used in a
Pascal program. Like the write and writeln procedures, the read and readin
procedures can have multiple data item arguments. Unlike the write and
writeln procedure arguments, the read and readln arguments must be vari-
ables. This requirement is rather obvious due to the fact that you can’t assign a
value to a constant.

Table 14.2 Using theread andreadln procedures for console input

Listing 14.2 presents a brief program, which demonstrates how the read and
readln procedures are used in an actual Pascal program. This program also
clearly demonstrates the differences between the read and readln procedures.
The first read statement simply retrieves two integer values. The second set of
read statements retrieves two integer values, but the operation is performed by
two separate read statements. Note that if you enter both values as a response
to the first read statement the program won't request any further input. Instead,
the second read statement uses the remaining data from the first read state-
ment. Unlike the dual read statements, the program's readln statements require
that the operator specifically enter the data a line at a time.
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Listing 14.2

{ 1listl4-2.pas - Demonstrate the read and readln pro-
cedures }

program read_readln_demo;

var
25042 5 integer;

begin
read (il, 12);
writeln(‘il = le fA = 400
read (11);
Wedteln (“11 =", 711);

read (i2);
writeln( iz = 497)
readln (il);
wtiteln (fil = dled
readln(i2);
writeln(‘i2 = i2);

end.

Lesson 91: Formatted Output
Although the write and writeln procedures are very good at displaying data in

an unformatted fashion, they also possess the ability to display data in a format-
ted manner. For example, you can tell either procedure to display a real number
in a right-justified field with a specified width and a specified number of decimal
places. Table 14.3 displays how a data item is formatted with either a write or
writeln procedure. As this table displays, all formatted data items require a
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width specification. If the specified width is a positive number, the data item is
right-justified in a field of the specified width. If the specified width is a negative
number, the data item is left-justified in a field of the specified width. Should the
data item be wider than the specified width, it is displayed as an unformatted
data item. Table 14.3 also displays that real number data items can optionally
specify a number of decimal places.

Table 14.3 Formatted write andwriteln data items

Listing 14.3 presents a short program, which demonstrates how formatted data
items are specified in write and writeln statements. Essentially, this program
displays an account’s name, number, and balance as a line of formatted data
output. Note how the program uses a width specifier of -20 to left justify the
account’s name and a width specifier of 10:2 to display the account balance
with two decimal places.
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Listing 14.3

{ 1listl4-3.pas - Demonstrate formatted write and
writeln output }

program formattedwrite_writeln;

var
number : integer;
name : string;
balance : real;

begin
name := ‘Cash’;
number := 101;
balance := 100.31;
writeln (name: -20, number:10, balance:10:2);

end.
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Text File Input/Output
Whereas the previous chapter explained how data can be input and output from
the computer console, console data input/output is transient in nature. To pre-
serve and retrieve data to and from a more permanent type of medium, disk
input/output is the preferred method. The Pascal programming language sup-
ports two basic types of disk files: text files and binary files. Like data sent to
and retrieved from the console, data sent to and retrieved from text files is done
in the form of ASCII strings. Consequently, a person would have little trouble
reading the data in a text file by simply listing it. On the other hand, data sent to
and retrieved from a binary file is done using the same formats Pascal uses to
store data in the computer's internal memory. As a result, binary data files are
virtually impossible for humans to read.
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Lesson 92: Text Files

The obvious first step, in our study of textfiles, is to learn how to open a text
file. To understand why a text file must first be opened, let's suppose that all of
our data is stored in a file cabinet and not on a disk. To read some of the data in
the cabinet, you must first open the appropriate file cabinet drawer. Like open-
ing the drawer in the file cabinet, we must tell DOS that we want to use a disk
file and to please open it for us. The first step in opening a text disk file is to
declare a variable of type text. Text is a predefined data type just for working
with text files. Table 15.1 displays how a text variable is declared. As this figure
shows, a text variable is declared just like any of the other variable types we've
covered in this book.

Table 15.1 Declaring atext variable

Var

identifier : text;
Where:
identifier is the text variable’s name

With a text variable declared, the next step in opening the text file is to assign a
file name to the text variable. To assign the file name to the text variable, the
Pascal programming language provides a procedure called assign. Table 15.2
shows how the assign procedure is used in a program. As this table displays,
assigning a file name to a text variable is accomplished by simply specifying the
name ofthe text variable and the name of the file as the assign procedure’s two
arguments.

Table 15.2 The Pascal assign procedure

assign(file variable, file name);
Where:

file variable is a previously declared file variable.
file name is the name ofthe data file.
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Once a file name has been assigned to the file variable, the disk file can be

opened by using any one of three distinct Pascal procedures: the rewrite proce-
dure, the reset procedure, and the append procedure. The rewrite procedure
either creates a new file or opens an existing file. Using rewrite to open an
existing file results in the loss of any data that already exists in the file. The
reset procedure is used to open an existing file. However, the contents of the
data file are preserved when opened by reset. The append procedure acts the
same as the reset procedure except the file pointer is set to the end of thefile.
The file pointer is an internal pointer that points to the current location being
accessed in a file. By using the append procedure, a file can be quickly opened
for data to be added to the end of the file. Tables 15.3, 15.4, and 15.5 display
how the rewrite, reset, and append procedures are used.

Table 15.3 Opening a file with the rewrite procedure

rewrite(file variable);

Where:

file variable is the variable for the file to be opened.

Table 15.4 Opening a file with thereset procedure

reset(file variable);
~ Where:
file variable is the variable for the file to be opened.

Table 15.5 Opening a file with the append procedure

append(file variable);
| Where:

file variable is the variable for the file to be opened.
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Once a file has been opened, it can be written to or read from by using the
Pascal read, readln, write, and writeln procedures. Tables 15.6, 15.7, 15.8,
and 15.display how these four procedures are used with text files. As you note
from these tables, the only difference between using any one of these proce-
dures with a disk file and with the console is the necessity of specifying a file
variable for the procedure’s first argument. By specifying a file variable as the
first argument, Pascal'is able to direct the data input/output to the proper file.

Table 15.6 Reading file data with theread procedure

Table 15.7 Reading file data with thereadin procedure
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Table 15.9 Writing file data with thewriteln procedure

witle varEe, data ns
thedatato.

data items.ihalist of one or more constantsor variables. oo

Multiple data items are separated bySue .

ile variable. is a vatiable for the file to
v

After a data file's input/output operations have been completed, the file must be
closed. An open file is closed by using the Pascal close procedure. Table 15.10

displays how the close procedure is used in a program. As this figure shows, a
file is closed by simply specifying its file variable as the close procedure’s one
and only argument.

Table 15.10 Closing a file with the close procedure

close(file variable);

~

Where:
=. —

file variable is the variable for the file to be closed.

Listing 15.1 presents a short Pascal program, which demonstrates how a Pascal
text file is accessed in an actual program. This program starts by opening a text
file, writing 10 lines of data to the file, and closing the file. With the data safely
stored away on disk, the program continues by re-opening the text file, reading
and displaying the 10 lines of data, and then reclosing the file. You should note
the program’s use of Pascal's eof function. This function returns true if a speci-
fied file’s file pointer is located at the end of the file's data. Otherwise, the eof
function returns false to indicate that the file pointer isn’t pointing to the end of
the data file. By using the eof function in a while loop, the program is able to
easily read in all of the files data. The program simply continues to read data
until eof returns true.
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Listing 15.1

{ listl5-1.pas - Text file demonstration program }

program text_file_demo;

var
datafile : text;
i : integer;
gs i.s8tring;

begin
assign(datafile, ‘textdemo.dat’);
rewrite (datafile);
for i := 1 to. 10 .do

writeln(datafile, ‘This is data item no.
1.)

close(datafile);
reset (datafile);
while not eof (datafile) do

begin
readln(datafile, s);
writeln(s);

end;
close(datafile);

end.
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Lesson 93: Error Trapping

Although today’s disk drives are very reliable storage devices, errors do occur
from time to time. Consequently, all but the simplest of data handling programs
should provide at least a minimal amount of error handling. Pascal's normal

input/output error handler simply generates a run-time error when an error
occurs. Obviously, this crude error handling method is a little too simplistic for

most programs.
To assist Pascal programmers in dealing with input/output errors, Pascal

provides the {$I-} and {$I+} compiler directives. A compiler directive simply tells

the Pascal compiler to switch certain features on and off. In the case of the
input/output directives, the {$I-} compiler directive tells Pascal not to generate
run-time errors when an input/output error occurs. The {$I+} compiler directive
tells Pascal to generate run-time errors whenever an input/output error occurs.

With the Pascal program set to {$I}, a call to the Pascal ioresult function

can be used to determine if an input/output error has occurred. If ioresult
returns a value of 0, the last input/output operation returned without an error.
Otherwise, ioresult returns a non-zero value to indicate that the last input/out-
put operation returned with an error.

Listing 15.2 presents a revised version of the program that was presented in

Listing 15.1. As you can clearly see, this revised version of the text file demon-
stration program utilizes the {$I} and {$I+} compiler directives to provide a sim-

ple error handling routine. Although this program only displays a relevant error
message, the program could be further modified to provide for a much more
sophisticated error handler.

Listing 15.2

{ 1listl5-2.pas - Error handling demonstration program }

program error_handler_demo;

procedure errorhandler(s : string);
begin

writeln(s);
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Listing 15.2—Continued

halt(1l);
end;

var
datafile : text;
i : integer;
gr gtring;

begin
fed =34

assign(datafile, ‘textdemo.dat’);
rewrite (datafile);
{:6 Thali

if ioresult <> 0 then
errorhandler (‘Error opening file:

textdemo.dat’) ;

for i 3=.1 to 10.do
begin

{$I-);
writeln(datafile, ‘This is data item no.i)
{$T+);

if ioresult <> 0 then
errorhandler (‘Error writing file:

textdemo.dat’);
end;
($I-1};

close(datafile);
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Listing 15.2—Continued

8T+) ;

if ioresult <> 0 then
errorhandler (‘Error closing file:

textdemo.dat’);
(SI)

reset (datafile);
(SIF);

if ioresult <> 0 then
errorhandler (‘Error opening file:

textdemo.dat’) ;

while not eof (datafile) do

begin
{63 1:

readln(datafile, s);
{SI+);
if ioresult <> 0 then

errorhandler (‘Error reading file:
textdemo.dat’) ;

writeln(s);
end;

fer
close(datafile);
{SIH};

if ioresult <> 0 then
errorhandler (‘Error closing file:

textdemo.dat’);
end.
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Binary File Input/Output
Although the textfiles presented in the previous chapter are very useful for stor-
ing string data, they are very inefficient for storing numeric data types.
Consequently, the Pascal programming language also supports binary data files.

With a binary data file, data is stored on disk using the same format that is used
to store it in the computer's memory. Because a data item's internal binary rep-
resentation almost always requires less memory than its ASCII string counterpart,
storing data in a binary file greatly reduces the amount of disk space that is

required to store the data.

Another benefit of storing data in binary files comes from the fact that the
Pascal program is fully aware of just how large a data item is. For example,
Pascal stores integers as two binary bytes. An ASCII string representation of an
integer requires from one (as in the 0) to six (as in -19999) characters.
Consequently, a Pascal program could never accurately extract an integer from

a text file without first reading all of the preceding data items. The program just
simply doesn’t know where the data item is located in a text file. This method
for accessing data in a text file is called sequential access. Because the Pascal

program knows just how large each data item is in a binary file, it can position

243
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the file pointer right to a desired data item and eitherread its contents or replace
it with a new data item. This method for accessing data in a binary file is called
random access. Obviously in all but the simplest of files, using the random
access method is usually the preferred method for accessing data.

Lesson 94: Typed Binary Files

The Pascal programming language supports two types of binary files: typed
binary files and untyped binary files. In this lesson, we explore how typed
binary files are used. The process for opening a typed binary file is almost iden-
tical to opening a textfile. As with a text file, thisfirst step in opening a binary
file is to declare a file variable. Table 16.1 displays how file variables are
declared for typed binary files. As this table displays, a typed binary file variable
declaration is pretty much like any other variable declaration.

Table 16.1 Declaring a typed binary file variable

- identifier: file of data type;

is the typed binary file variable’s name.,5a previously defined data type.

As with opening a text file, the next step in opening a typed binary file is to
assign a file name to the typed binary file's variable with the assign procedure.
Once a file name has been assigned to a typed binary file variable, the file can
be opened with either the rewrite or the reset procedures. Data is read from a
file with the read procedure and data is written to a file with the write proce-
dure. Table 16.2 displays how the read procedure is used to read data from a
typed binary file and Table 16.3 displays how the write procedure is used to
write data to a typed binary file. As these figures show, all data items in a read
or write argumentlist must be of the same data type as was used in the typed
binary file’s variable declaration. Like text files, typed binary files are closed with
the close procedure.
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Table 16.2 Reading typed binary file data with theread procedure

Table 16.3 Writing typed binary file data with thewrite procedure

le for the file to write the
0ins ; valabies ith

riable’ s dec-
le data variables. are separated by

With all of the above mentioned file-handling procedures, the Pascal pro-
grammer could write a very efficient sequential access data file. To be able to
randomly access a file, the Pascal programmer needs the assistance of the seek
procedure and the filepos function.

The seek procedure is used to move a typed binary file’s file pointer to a
desired location. Table 16.4 displays how the seek procedure is used. As this
table shows, the seek procedure’s second argument is used to specify the record
number for the file pointer’s new location. Note that a file's first record is record
0 and not record 1. Record 1 is the second record in a typed binary file.
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Table 16.4 The Pascal seek procedure

As its name implies, the Pascal filepos function returns the current record num-
ber for the file’s current file pointer position. The value returned by the filepos
function is of type longint. Table 16.5 displays how the filepos function is
used. As this table shows, the filepos function’s one and only argument is the
typed binary file’s variable.

Table 16.5 The Pascalfilepos function

Listing 16.1 presents a short demonstration program, which illustrates how a
typed binary file can be used to perform random access. The program starts by
creating a typed binary file of type integer and filling the file with dummy inte-
ger values. The program continues by re-opening the file and reading and dis-
playing the dummy integer values back in reverse order. Obviously, reading a
file backwards would be impossible to do with a text file. Although this is a
rather simple example of randomly accessing a data file, it clearly shows some
of the power offered by random access data files.
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Listing 16.1

{ 1istl6-1.pas - Typed binary file demo }

program typed_bin_ file;
var

begin

end.

datafile : file of integer;
i, rec : integer;

writeln(‘Writing demo file..... RE

assign(datafile, ‘demofile.dat’):;
rewrite (datafile):
for dis Tare -10do

write(datafile, 1):
close(datafile);
write (‘Reading demo file backwards..... IE
reset (datafile);
for 4 =10 downto 1 do

begin
seek (datafile, i - 1);
read (datafile, rec);
write(rec, ‘...");

end;
close(datafile);
writeln;
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Lesson 95: Untyped Binary Files

Although the typed binary files presented in the previous lesson are by far the
most commonly used of the Pascal binary file types, the second method for stor-
ing data as a binary file is called the untyped binary file. Because an untyped
binary file doesn’t have a data type, data can be read from and written to the file
without regard for its data type. Instead of reading and writing data in the form
of constants and variables, untyped file data is stored in buffer areas.

The steps for opening an untyped binary file are very similar to opening a
typed binary file. The first step is to declare an untyped binary file variable.
Table 16.6 displays how an untyped binary file variable is declared. As this table
shows, the Pascal programming language provides a predefined data type called
file for declaring untyped binary file variables.

Table 16.6 Declaring an untyped binary file variable

With the variable properly declared, the untyped binary file is opened by first
assigning a file name to the variable with the assign procedure and then open-
ing it with either the rewrite procedure or the reset procedure. Unlike how
rewrite and reset are used with other Pascal file types, these two procedures
can also be used to specify a record size for the untyped binary file. Tables 16.7
and 16.8 display how the rewrite and the reset procedures are used in a pro-
gram. As these tables show, an untyped binary file has a record length of 128 if
the default record size argument is omitted.
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Table 16.7 Opening an untyped binary file with the rewrite procedure

Table 16.8 Opening an untyped binary file with thereset procedure

Because an untyped binary file doesn’t have a data type associated with it, the
Pascal read and write procedures can’t be used to read from and write to an
untyped binary file. Instead, Pascal offers the blockread and blockwrite proce-
dures for dealing with untyped binary files: Table 16.9 displays how the block-
read procedure and Table 16.10 displays how the blockwrite procedures are
used in a Pascal program. As these figures show, the second argument is a
pointer to a predeclared buffer area. This buffer area is simply an array that is

big enough to hold the number of records defined in the procedures’ third argu-
ment. The fourth argument for both procedures is optional and returns the
actual number of records that the procedures either read or write. After all of the
read/write operations are completed, an untyped binary file is closed with the
Pascal close procedure.
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Table 16.9 Reading data with the Pascal blockread procedure

Table 16.10 Writing data with the Pascal blockwrite procedure

Listing 16.2 presents a short program, which demonstrates how untyped binary
files are used. Essentially, this program uses two untyped binary files to emulate
the DOS COPY command. It sets up one untyped binary file to read the source
file with and another untyped binary file to write an exact copy to. Although this
program gets the job done, you should note that it’s lack of error trapping
makes it unsuitable for day-to-day use.
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Listing 16.2

{ 1listl6-2.pas - Untyped binary file demonstration]
program untyped_bin_file;

var
sourcefile, destinationfile : file;
buffer : array[l..4096] of char;
length, no_written : word;

filel, file2 : string;

begin
write (‘Enter the name of the file to be copied: “);
readln(filel);
write (‘Enter the name to copy the file to: *);
readln(file2);
assign (sourcefile, filel);
assign(destinationfile, file2);
reset (sourcefile, 1);
rewrite(destinationfile, 1);
repeat

blockread (sourcefile, buffer, 4096,
length);

blockwrite(destinationfile, buffer,
length, no_written);

until (length = 0) or (length <> no_written);
close(sourcefile);
close(destinationfile);

end.
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Object-Oriented
Programming
Without a doubt, object-oriented programming is the hottest area in computer
programming today. This chapter is devoted to presenting object-oriented pro-
gramming as it applies to Turbo Pascal. The topics covered include: encapsula-
tion, inheritance, and polymorphisim.

253
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Lesson 96: Encapsulation
With traditional programming methods, programs are usually written by first
designing the program’s code and then creating the data structures to go along
with the resulting code. This leads to a kind of second class status for the pro-
gram data. With object-oriented programming, code and data are considered
equal partners in the creation of a program. In an object-oriented program, the
programmer defines what are known as object classes. These object classes are
similar to records, but unlike records they can also have their own procedures
and functions. An object class's data fields are called instance variables and its
procedures and functions are called methods. This merging of data fields, proce-
dures, and functions into a single object class is called encapsulation.
Encapsulation is probably one of the most important concepts object-oriented
programming techniques offer.

Table 17.1 displays how an object class is defined. As this table shows, an
object class definition looks a great deal like a record definition. The object
class’s field declarations are defined using the same methods used for defining
record field declarations. The object class's method declarations are nothing
more than procedure and function prototypes. Note that the order of the field
and method declarations is unimportant. However, most programmers declare
the object class’s instance variables before defining its methods.

Like any other Pascal procedure or function, an object class's methods must
also have a definition. Table 17.2 displays how an object class procedure is
defined and table 17.3 illustrates how an object class function is defined. As
these figures show, the only difference between these types of procedure and
function definitions and a regular procedure or function definition is the way
the procedure or function name is constructed. All method definition names
take the form of object class.method name. To return a value from an object
class function, the return value is simply assigned to the method name as is dis-
played in Table 17.4.
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Table 17.1 Defining a Turbo Pascal object class
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Table 17.3 Defining an object class function

Like an ordinary Pascal variable, an object (or class instance) must be declared
before it can be used in a program. Table 17.5 displays how an object is
declared. As this table shows, an object declaration is identical to any other vari-
able declaration.
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Table 17.5 Declaring a Turbo Pascal object

Once an object has been declared, its fields can be accessed using the same for-
matfor accessing record fields. Table 17.6 displays how an objects fields are ref-
erenced. Although there is absolutely no reason why this method for accessing
an object's instance variables can not be used just about anywhere in a Pascal
program, it is considered a violation of object-oriented programming techniques
to access an instance variable outside of the object class’s methods. The reason
for this is what's known as data hiding. By not allowing a programmer to
directly access instance variables outside of the object class’s definitions, it insu-
lates him from actually having to know the nitty gritty details about an object
class. Instead, object class procedures and functions should be defined for set-
ting and retrieving instance variable values.

Table 17.6 Referencing instance variables

Table 17.7 displays how an object class method is called. Other than preceding
the method name with the object name and a period (.) there is no difference
between a method call and a regular Pascal procedure or function call.
Consequently, an object method is no harder to call than any other Pascal proce-
dure or function.
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Table 17.7 Calling an object’s method

Referencing an object class’s instance variables or methods inside of the object
class’s methods is done a little different from references outside of the object
class. The only difference is that the object’s name is not required. For that mat-
ter, it would be impossible to specify an object's name from inside of a method.
At times name conflicts can arise between the object's instance variable and
method names and other identifiers used in the object class’s methods. To pre-
vent these name conflicts from occurring, the conflicting instance variable or
method name can be preceded by the keyword self and a period (.). The self
identifier is equivalent to using the object's name outside of the object class’s
methods.

Listing 17.1 presents a short program, that clearly demonstrates how the
object-oriented principle of encapsulation can be used in a Turbo Pascal pro-
gram. Also note how methods have been defined for the program’s object class
to achieve data hiding. By using the technique of data hiding, the instance vari-
ables are never directly accessed from outside of the object class. Although this
example of data hiding isn’t overwhelming by any means, you may find data
hiding is a very useful technique for reducing errors and program development
time in more complex object-oriented programs.
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Listing 17.1

{ 1listl7-1.pas - Encapsulation demo }

program encap_demo;

type
employee = object

name : string;
age : integer;
procedure init(n : string; a : integer)
procedure display;
procedure setname(n : string);
procedure setage(a : integer);
function getname : string;
function getage : integer;

end;

procedure employee.init(n : string; a : integer);
begin

name := n;
age := a;

end;

procedure employee.display;
begin

writeln(‘Employee’’s name: ‘, name);

writeln( ‘Employee’ ’'s age: *‘, age);
end;
procedure employee.setname(n : string);
begin

’
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Listing 17.1—Continued

name: =<;
end;

procedure employee.setage(a : integer);
begin

end;

function employee.getname : string;
begin

getname := name;
end;

function employee.getage : integer; |

begin
getage 17 age;

end;

var
el, e2 : employee;

begin
el.init (“John Smith’, 33);
el.display;
e2.setname (‘Jane Doe’);
e2.setage (28);
writeln( ‘Employee’ ’s name: ‘, e2.getname);
writeln( ‘Employee’ ’s age: ‘, e2.getage);

end.
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Lesson 97: Inheritance

Although encapsulation is the cornerstone of object-oriented programming,
inheritance is what makes object-oriented programming shine. Essentially, inher-
itance allows the programmer to define an object class (called a subclass) based
upon a previously defined object class (called a parent class). Table 17.8 dis-

plays how an object subclass is defined. You will note from this illustration that
"the only difference between defining a subclass and a parent class is the inclu-
sion ofthe parent class’s name following the object keyword.

Besides being able to utilize its own instance variables and methods, a sub-
class can also use any instance variables and methods found in the parent class.
In a sense, the instance variables and methods available to the subclass are a

superset of the parent class’s instance variables and methods. Although a sub-
class can utilize all portions of the parent class, the reverse is not true. The par-
ent class has absolutely no idea that the subclass even exists; therefore, it is

impossible for the parent class to take advantage of one ofits subclass’s instance
variables or methods.

Table 17.8 Defining a Turbo Pascal object subclass

/object subclass's identifier.
ar eofthe subclass’s parent class. -

isa procedureor function prototype.
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Listing 17.2 is a variation of the program that was presented in Listing 17.1. This
newer version of the program uses inheritance to create a secretary subclass
and an executive subclass for the employee parent class. Note how these new
subclasses define their own unique instance variables and methods while retain-
ing the instance variables and methods of the parent class. Notice how the
employee parent class is never used to declare an object with. Its only purpose
is to serve as the parent class of the two new subclasses. You may think this
odd at first, but it is a very common occurrence to define an object class solely
for the purpose of deriving subclasses fromit.

Listing 17.2

{ 1istl7-2.pas - Inheritance demo }

program inherit demo;

type
employee = object

fidme veugtring;
age : integer;
procedure init(n : string; a : integer);
procedure display;
procedure setname(n : string);
procedure setage(a : integer);
function getname : string;
function getage : integer;

end;

secretary = object(employee)
wpm : integer;
procedure setwpm(w : integer);
function getwpm : integer;
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Listing 17.2—Continued

end;

executive = object (employee)
keys : boolean;
procedure setkeys(k : boolean);
function getkeys : boolean;

end;

procedure employee.init(n : string; a : integer);
begin

name := n;
age := a;

end;

procedure employee.display;
begin

writeln(‘Employee’’s name: °‘, name);

writeln(‘Employee’’s age: ‘, age):
end;

procedure employee.setname(n : string);
begin

name = 1n;

end;

procedure employee.setage(a : integer);
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Listing 17.2—Continued

begin
age := a;

end;

function employee.getname : string;
begin

getname := name;
end;

function employee.getage : integer;
begin

getage := age;
end;

begin

end;

function secretary.getwpm : integer;
begin

getwpm := wpm;

end;

procedure secretary.setwpm(w : integer) ;
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Listing 17.2—Continued

procedure executive.setkeys(k : boolean);
begin

keys = ki
end;

function executive.getkeys : boolean;
begin

getkeys := keys;
end;

var
el : executive;
e2 : secretary;

begin
eliinit(*John Smith", 33);
el.setkeys(true);
el.display;
writeln( ‘Executive Washroom Keys? °

el.getkeys);
e2.init (‘Jane Doe’, 28);
e2.setwpm (100) ;

e2.display;
writeln(‘Words per minute: ‘, e2.getwpm);

end.
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Lesson 98: Polymorphism
Polymorphism is the ability in an object-oriented programming language to allow
subclasses to redefine methods found in their parent classes. Although polymor-
phism may not sound all that special, it is one of the most powerful tools at the
object oriented programmer's disposal. Polymorphic methods are called virtual
methods. Virtual methods are defined by simply following the method's proto-
type in both the parent class and the subclass with the virtual keyword. Once a
method has been declared as virtual, it must remain virtual throughout all of
the parent classes succeeding subclasses. Table 17.9 displays how a subclass
with virtual methods is defined.

This table also illustrates how a special procedure called a constructor is
defined. Essentially, a constructor is the same as a regular Pascal procedure
except that the procedure keyword is replaced with the constructor keyword
and it performs a few internal tasks to enable the use of virtual methods in an
object class. You should note that any object class with virtual methods must
have a constructor. Furthermore, each and every class instance must call the
constructor before calling any of the class's other methods. Failure to call the
constructor first most likely results in a fatal program error. Because the con-
structor must be called for each object, it is common practice to make the con-
structor an initialization routine for the object class.
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Table 17.9 Defining a Turbo Pascal polymorphic subclass

Besides being able to call the subclass’s virtual methods, the parent class’s
inherited methods can still be called. Table 17.10 displays how a virtual
method’s inherited method is called. As this table shows, an inherited method is

called by simply preceding the method name with the parent class’s name and
a period (.).
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Table 17.10 Calling an inherited virtual method

Listing 17.3 presents a short program, which demonstrates how polymorphism is
used in an actual Pascal program. This program is simply a more refined version
of the programs that appeared in Listings 17.1 and 17.2. This newer version
defines the two subclasses’ display methods as virtual methods. The program
also demonstrates how inherited methods can still be called by calling the inher-
ited parent class’s display method from in the new virtual methods. Also note
how the subclasses’ constructors serve two purposes: acting as Turbo Pascal’s
internal housekeeper and initializing the object.

Listing 17.3

{ 1ietl7-3.pas - Polymorphism demo: }

program poly_demo;

type
employee = object

name : string;
age : integer;
constructor init(n : string; a : integer);
procedure display; virtual;
procedure setname(n : string);
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Listing 17.3—Continued

procedure setage(a : integer);
function getname : string;
function getage : integer;

end;

secretary = object (employee)
wpm : integer;
constructor init(n : string; a, w : integer);
procedure display; virtual;
procedure setwpm(w : integer);
function getwpm : integer;

end;

executive = object(employee)
keys : boolean;
constructor init(n: string; a : integer; k

boolean);
procedure display: virtual;
procedure setkeys(k : boolean);
function getkeys : boolean;

end;

constructor employee.init(n.: string; a : integer);
begin

name := n;
age := a;

end;
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Listing 17.3—Continued

procedure employee.display;
begin

writeln(‘Employee’’s name: °‘, name) ;

writeln(‘Employee’’'s age: *‘, age);
end;

procedure employee.setname(n : string);
begin

name (<= 1n;

end;

procedure employee.setage(a : integer);
begin

end;

function employee.getname : string;
begin

getname := name;
end;

function employee.getage : integer;
begin

getage := age;
end;
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Listing 17.3—Continued

constructor secretary.init(n : string; a, w : integer);
begin

employee.init(n, a);
wpm = Ww;

end;

procedure secretary.display;
begin

employee.display;
writeln( ‘Words per minute:’, wpm);

end;

procedure secretary.setwpm(w : integer);
begin

wpm = Ww;

end;

function secretary.getwpm : integer;
begin

getwpm := wpm;

end;

constructor executive.init(n : string; a : integer; k
boolean) ;

begin
employee.init(n, a);
keys := k;

end;
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Listing 17.3—Continued

procedure executive.display;
begin

employee.display;
writeln (‘Executive A Keys?

end;

procedure executive.setkeys(k : boolean);
begin

keys := k;
end;

function executive.getkeys : boolean;
begin

getkeys := keys;
end;

var
el : executive;
e2 : secretary;

begin
el.init (“John Smith’, 33, true);
e2.init (“Jane Doe’, 28, 100);
el.display;
e2.display;

end.

‘, keys);
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Lesson 99: Dynamic Objects
As with other data types, objects can be dynamically allocated and deallocated
by using the new and dispose procedures. Table 17.11 displays how objects are
dynamically allocated with the new procedure. As this figure shows, an object's
constructor can be called as the new procedure’s second argument. Obviously,
a constructor is only required for object classes that utilize virtual methods.
Although the constructor can be called as the new procedure’s second argu-
ment, the constructor can still be called in another program statement after the
new procedure has been called.

Table 17.11 Dynamically allocating an object with Turbo Pascal

new(object pointeraor anewlobject pointer, constructoroli
‘Where: LL

. object pointer isa pointersto theobjec be
“allocated.

constructor call is anopto! constructor C

Table 17.12 displays how a dynamically allocated object is deallocated with the
dispose procedure. This table also shows how a call to a special destructor
procedure can be specified as the dispose procedure’s second argument. A

destructor procedure is declared by substituting the destructor keyword for
the procedure keyword in the object class definition. Essentially, the destructor
procedure is used to correctly deallocate dynamic memory and must be speci-
fied as the dispose procedure’s second argument. To insure that Turbo Pascal
deallocates the proper number of bytes, all dynamic objects should have a
destructor. Furthermore, it is customary to specify any other clean up chores
within the destructor’s definition.
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Table 17.12 Dynamically deallocating an object with Turbo Pascal

Listing 17.4 presents a program, which demonstrates how objects are dynami-
cally allocated in an actual Pascal program. Essentially, this program is a revised
version of the program presented in Listing 17.3. Instead of using static objects,
this revised version uses dynamically allocated objects to accomplish the same
tasks. Note the use of destructors to insure that the proper deallocation of
dynamic memory is accomplished.

Listing 17.4

{ 1istl7-4.pas - Dynamically allocated object demo }

program dynamic_demo;

type
employee = object

name : string;
age : integer;
constructor init(n : string; a : integer);
destructor done; virtual:
procedure display; virtual;
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Listing 17.4—Continued

procedure setname(n : string);
procedure setage(a : integer);
function getname : string;
function getage : integer;

end;

secretary = object (employee)
wpm : integer;
constructor init(n : string; a, w : integer);
destructor done; virtual;
procedure display; virtual;
procedure setwpm(w : integer);
function getwpm : integer;

end;

executive = object (employee)
keys : boolean;
constructor init(n: string; a : integer; k

boolean) ;

destructor done; virtual;
procedure display; virtual;
procedure setkeys(k : boolean);
function getkeys : boolean;

end;

constructor employee.init(n : string; a : integer);
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Listing 17.4—Continued

begin
name := n;
age ;:= a;

end;

destructor employee.done;
begin
end;

procedure employee.display;
begin

writeln(‘Employee’’s name: ‘, name);
writeln(‘Employee’’s age: °*, age);

end;

procedure employee.setname(n : string);
begin

name := n;
end;

procedure employee.setage(a : integer);
begin

age := a;
end;
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Listing 17.4—Continued

function employee.getname : string;
begin

getname := name;
end;

function employee.getage : integer;
begin

getage := age;
end;

constructor secretary.init(n : string; a, w : inte-
ger);
begin

employee.init(n, a);
wpm = Ww;

end;

destructor secretary.done;
begin
end;

procedure secretary.display;
begin

employee.display;
writeln (‘Words per minute:’, wpm);

end;
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Listing 17.4—Continued

procedure secretary.setwpm(w : integer);
begin

wpm = w;

end;

function secretary.getwpm : integer;
begin

getwpm := wpm;

end;

constructor executive.init(n : string; a : inte-
ger; k : boolean);
begin

employee.init(n, a);
keys := k;

end;

destructor executive.done;
begin
end;

procedure executive.display;
begin

employee.display;
writeln( ‘Executive Washroom Keys? ‘, keys);

end;
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Listing 17.4—Continued

procedure executive.setkeys(k : boolean);
begin

keys := ki;

end;

function executive.getkeys : boolean;
begin

getkeys := keys;
end;

var
el : "executive;
e2 : "secretary;

begin
new(el, init(‘John Smith’, 33, true)):
new(e2, init (‘Jane Doe’, 28, 100));
el”.display;
e2”.display;
dispose (el, done);
dispose(e2, done);

end.
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A

accessing data 244
addition operator (+) 38
addr 186-187
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allocate memory 201-202
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inherited
method 267
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individual 152
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